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FRANKFORT, Ky. CAP) — Don't be
surprised if the special legislative
r"--sessioe next fall is expanded to in-
clude—yes, the Equal _Rights amen-
dment—and no-fault automobile in-
surance.
Judging from Gov. Julian Carroll's
remarks over the weekend, those
subjects may be added to the three
already scheduled—mine safety, -
Louisville sewer problems and
implementation or more of the judicial
article.
Carroll said:
—If a constitutional majority of the
legislature notifies aiirn formally it is
ready to vote to rescind. the t972
assembly's approval of ERA he will put
the issue on the agenda. ,
—If a new study shows that insurance'
premium rates have risen "sub-
stantially" under Kentucky's new no-
fault law he will throw in that topic, too.
The anti-ERA movement, which took
up an inordinate amount of time in the
pitaiL regular. season, has been
'prematurely buried a number of times.
Certainly it did irrevocably when
Anti-ERA forces in the final hours could
not push through repeal, right?




The Calloway County School Board
will meet in regular session tonight to
consider several items of business.
Included in the agenda are several
routine items, a report from the
building committee, and discussion of
Title I.
The superintendent's report includes
several items, among them a request
for the board to enter executive session
for personnel discussion.
The meeting will be held at seven
p.m. tonight at the board office.
but issued an invitation to the anti-ERA
forces Friday night on the Kentucky
Educational Television network to try
once more by petitioning him through
the legislature.
The anti-ERA women, who are
especially powerful in Western Ken-
are not likely to let this golden
opportunity pass.
Legislators all liver the state, many
of whom quake at the thought of
another ERA ordeal, • will be tin-
der pressure to sign for repeal.
One catch is the constitutional
majority condition— in other words, 51
House members and 20 senators.
The ERA recission measure passed
the House 57-40, but died in a Senate
committee.
Through parliamentary man-
euvering it reached the House
again and but for the last-minute deluge
.of legislation, might have succeeded—
with the Senate quite p ,.-- 4)1y going
along.
Now the wheels are grinding again,
and Carroll can expect during the
_summer; if not sooner, to hear from the
legislative branch.
The no-fault issue is more subtle.
Opponents of the system are making an
end rue instead of a head-on attack.
Under no-fault, a policyholder's
company pays for injuries regardless of
who was negligent in a traffic accident,
and the policyholder in turn waives or
limits his right to sue the other party.
No-fault began last summer and, sure
enough, rates have been rising con-
siderably.
But Insurance Commissioner Harold
McGuffey said premiums were going
up anyway and he believes they would
have increased even more without no-
fault.
A legislative Research Commission
study is-expected to reveal the actual
trend.
"I have no intention of letting .the
insurance companies deceive the
consumers of this state," the governor
said. "If there is a savings ( under no-
fault the people have a right to know."
Opponents of no-fault tried to destroy
it with a bill that would have wrecked
(See Session, Page 12i
Final RevOttionary War
history Symposium Slated
The eighth and final of a series of
major symposiums dealing with
America's Revolutionary War history
and held periodically at Murray State
University for the past four years will
be 'conducted at the University
tomorrotv, beginning at 2 p. m. - -
Two lectures by nationally-
recognized historians are scheduled for
the day, while U. S. Senator George
McGovern CD., South Dakota). the
Democratic nominee for President in
1972, will speak on the campus Satur-
day. April 10, to officially conclude the
series.
Speaking at 2 p. m. tomorrow in the
University School auditorium will be
- Hugh F. Rankin, professor of
histdry at Tulane University, speaking
on "The American Soldier in the
Revolution.' ----- -
At 7:30 p. m., Dr. John R. Howe,
professor of history at the University of
Minnesota, will speak en "The
American Revolution: t Useable
Past."
Senator McGovern ,will speak
following an outdoor luncheon,
beginning at 12:30 p. m., in the campus
quadrangle area and to which the
public is invited. The luncheon tickets
are 15.00 each, and in the event of rain,
the luncheon will be held at Winslow
Cafeteria.
The senator's appearance is being
sponsored jointly by the Departments •
of History and Political Science and the
Student Activities Board.
The symposium, like the seven
earlier ones, has been designed to help
junior high, high school, community
college and college-level history
teachers prepare for more meaningful
teaching of the Revolutionary War era
during 1976-83, Arrienca's bicentennial
celebration period.
Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, April*1976
JUDGE PRO TEM.—Calloway Cowie Judge Robert 0. Miller administered
the oath of office to Eurie Garland, of Murray, who will be judge pro tern of
Calloway County until eight a.m. nest Monday. The appointment was
necessary because both Judge Miller and Judge Pro Tern Helen Spann will
be out of town on county business through this week
_Itaft Photo by David Hal
Reading Tournament Held
At Southwest Elementary
The first annual Southwest Reading Eighth, Danny Lamb and Roger
Tournament was held at Southwest-. Guthrie, Seventh.
• Calloway Elementary School, Satur- The preliminary round of the tour-
day, April 3, with twelve schools from nanient consisted of tests on
the first region represented.
vocabulary, comprehension and
Trophies were presented by Roy reference skills. The top five students inCothran, principal, Southwest • each grade were then given an ad-
'Elementary, to the three students with ditional test to determine the top threethe highest score in each grade. winners in each grade. The tests were
Seventh grade winners were: 1st. prepared and administered by Dr.ii.arenTerguson, Clinton  Central,: 2nci  
rancy Watkins ane -Larry-Saliaman
Kelly King, East Calloway; 3rd Glenn
Shelly, Ballard Memorial Middle. 
Eighth grade winners were: 1st, Julie
Agnew, Ballard Memorial Middle; and.
'Kerry Lamb, North Calloway; 3rd,
Diana Mize, East Calloway.
Schools that were represented are as
follows:
Ballard Memorial Middle, Carlisle
County Jr. Hi., Clinton Central, Eas1
:Calloway, Fulgham ElementaFa,
Fulton Key Ind., Mayfield Middle,
North Calloway, North Marshall
Hi., Southwest Calloway, Trigg County
Middle, and Wingo. Participants in the
tournament were oustanding seventh
and eight grade students who eau] in 
from Murray State University, Division
of Reading and Gigi Dawson, Trigg
County.
Registration of approximately 150
students, parents, teachers and ad-
ministrators, during which time coffee,
cokes and donuts were served,
preceeded the tournament. Following
the tournament, lunch was served to all
those attending.
A tournament of this type is to en-
courage and promote better reading
habits for all students and to recognize
those students who excel in the ability
to read, said Principal Cothran.
reading. Two students from the seventh City Schooland two students from the eighth grade
represented each school.
Representatives from the local
elementary schools were: East — Rose
Herndon and Diana Mize, Eighth, Kelly
King and Debbie Stubblefield, Seventh;
North — Kerry Lamb and Dale FirineY,
Eighth, Regina Darnell and Scott
Coleman, Seventh; Southwest —




City Police are still investigating a
report on a missing 13-year old girl, last
seen Saturday night.
Officers said Sue Hodge, 13 years old,
828 South Fourth, was last seen
Saturday night and is still reported as
missing.
The youth is described as 5 feet, six
inches, 128 pounds, brown hair and blue
eyes. Persons having information on
the youth should call Murray Police at
753-1621.
Controversial Subjects Up For
Debate Before Senate This Week
WASHINGTON (AP) — Two of the
most controversial subjects before the
Congress thiS year are up for formal
debate this week in the Senate.
Debate was scheduled to begin today
on a 43-provision compromise measure
drafted by the Senate Agriculture
Committee to overhaul the food stamp
program.
And, on Thursday, the Senate Budget
Committee will 6.11 up its initial
resolution on federal spending for the
fiscal year that begins Oct. 1.
That resolution would limit actual
spending to $412.6 billion. Revenues are
calculated at $362.4 billion. That would
mean a budget deficit of $50.2 billion.
President Ford's updated budget
Continued Mild
Clear to partly cloudy and continued
mild today, tonight ana Tuesday. High
today and Tuesday in the low to rpiik
60s. Lew tonight in the low to mid 40s
Wednesday-lair and MN.
to approve Ford's request for an
emergency $135-million program _t0
immunize Americans against a
possible outbreak of a virulent form of
influenza. The funds would provide
vaccine for 200 million persons.
Conferees from the two chambers
also are expected to go to work during
the week on a compromise version of
legislation to reconstitute the Federal
Election Commission, made powerless
by a Supreme Court derisibrt. That is
necessary to resume the flow of public
funds to presidential candidates.
Under the new budget-making
process, both the House and Senate
must pass identical budget resolutions
by May 15. Those would constitute
Speeding targets over-all and for the 17
categories of proararria. Four months
"later, similar resolutions will set bin-
ding lids on spending.
Money is one of three fundamental
proposal calls for $16.8 billion less
spending and anticipates a deficit of
$44.6 billion and revenues of $351.3
areas involved in the food-Aaron
debate. The other two concern the
philosophical questions of who the
government should help with grocery
The House, meanwhile, was expected" 'bills and how, and the more politically
tinged arguments about the nature and
operation of the program day by da%
Over the weekend, Sen. Robert Dole,
R-Kan., ranking GOP member of the
Agriculture Committee that prepared----'.
the pending bill, said that he and two
other key members of the panel had
been working privately all week on' g
compromise approach to avoid
prolonged floor fight between con-
servatives and liberals. But the com-
promise was "not even near," those
involved said Sunday night.
The'- major prevision of the bill would
eliminate coverage for, families with
incomes after taxes that are more than
$100 a month above the official nonfardi
poverty lines.
No major votes were expected on the .
bill today, because both Dole and Seh.
George McGovern, D-S.D., another




Tht Murray City School Board will
meet tomorrow at seven p.m. at the
board office building, according to
Supt. Fred Schultz.
Included on the agenda is recognition
of Principals Eli Alexander and John
Hina for the purpose of reviewing the •
staff and program at Murray High
School; consideration of head start















Comics, Crossword 10, 12
10,11
Deaths & Funerals 12
Farm Pages 8  9
Big Section 16 Pages
15' Per Copy
••
.2 Sections — 28 Pages
Truckers Return
To Roads Today
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, Ill. (AP -
Teaffisters union truck' drivers
returned to the roads today, but
trucking industiry leaders say the
settlement that ended their three-day
nationwide strike is going to cost the
public money.
The agreement, reached Saturday
night, now goes to the rank-and-file for
ratification. It was recommended
unanimously by union negotiators. A
simple majority is needed for approval,
a Teamsters spokesman said, and
results of the mail balloting will be
available in two to three weeks.
Meanwhile, officials at union locals
throughout the country reported their
members returning to work. Plans by
General Motors Corp. and other auto
manufacturers to shut down several
plants today if the strike continued
were canceled, although one GM plant
will remain closed because of a shor-
tage of parts.
The settlement, reached after nearly
four months of negotiations between
industry officials and union leaders,
was "in the best interests of the.
- -nation," said Secretary of Labor W.I.
Usery Jr.
But Usery declined to say whether
the agreement would have an in-
flationary impact on the nation's
economy. He did say it would affect
upcoming contract talks in the rubber,
auto manufacturing, electrical ap-
pliance and construction industries.
Some trucking employers were
unhappy  with what they viewed as an
inflationary settlement. John Murphy,
chairman of Gateway Transportation
Co., one of the nation's largest carriers,
said the industry would seek rate in-
creases from the Interstate Commerce
Commission.
In Charlotte. N.C., W.L. Nahrgang,
president of Johnson Motor 1.1ries which
operates 73 terminals in 21 states, said
wage and benefits hikes in the contract
must "be passed along to the public."
The tentative settlement contained
nearly all the economic terms union
negotiatqrs sought and reportedly
included new stipulations for three
days' sick leave, air conditioned trucks
by 1978 and separate rooms for long-
haul drivers.
There were these other developments
on the labor front:
In San Francisco, it _was another day
of hitchhiking, bicycling and walking
for residents and tourists today with no
word of progress on the municipal
workers' strike now six days old.
"I just don't have good news for the
people of the citri_" Mayor George
Moscone said after the latest
negotiating s ion broke up early this
morning.
Talks were scheduled to resume later
today, and 10 strike leaders who, have
been served with court orders declaring
the strike illegal were slated to appear
in court today.
The strike by 1,900 city craft workers
over a proposed pay cut has shut down
the municipal transportation system
and some other city operations.
The main issue is $5.7 million in pay
cuts which the board of supervisors
said were mandated by voters last
November when an old pay formula,
which gave the craft workers parity
with their counterparts in private in-
dustry, was repealed.
Under the new system, carpenters'
wages would be cut from $21,800 a year
to $17,240; electricians' wages from
$21,620 to $16,620 and streetsweepers'





The Calloway County High Speech
Team took fourth place honors in the
56th annual Kentucky High School State
Speech Tournament held April 2 and 3
in Lexington.
Louisville St. Xavier took top honors
followed by Russellville in second place
and Lexington Henry Clay received
third place. There was a ten point
margin separating the first and the
fourth place teams.
This was the first year that a State
Sweepstakes was given at the ..stfite
speech tournament. The tate cham-
pionship was determined by only those
students placing first, second or third
not by the total team performance. Dr.
Gifford Blyton, Director of the Ken-
tucky High School Speech League,
announced in the awards assembly
Saturday that a new method would be
used to determine the sweepstakes
winner next year.
Calloway qualified eight Members
for the finals, including Danny Kingins,
Teresa Moody, Nada Frazier, Mike
Farris, Karen Edwards, Johnny
Brinkley, Rick Wilkerson and Chuck
Williams, A. •
Team members placing included
Karen Edwards and Johnny Brinkley,
second and third respectively in
analysis of public address; Mike
Farris, third place in broadcasting;
Nada Frazier, second place in
dramatics, and Chuck Williams, second
in public speaking.
The Laker Speech Team will end the
75-76 season of competition at the
National Forensic League District
Tournament at Fort Knox April 12 and
13. This tournament is the qualifying
method for the National Tournament.




The Murray High School Speech and
Debate team brought back one superior
rating and four excellent ratings from
the Kentucky State Speech Tournament
this weekend.
Kim Alley received a superior rating
in poetry; Laura Shinners, excellent in
storytelling; Catina Beasley, excellent,
dramatic interpretation; and Susan
Lindauer arrd'Ann Putt, excellent in
poetry. The team-is coached by Mrs.
-.Kay Beasley.
The ,Calloway County High School Speech Team took fourth place in the Ieth annual kentucks High School
Speech Tournament in Lexington over the weekend. The speech team is coached hs Larry f ngland
Sfati Photo hvfljii
r
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Baby Boy Fair (Mother
Patricia), Rt. 6, Paris, Tenn.,
Baby Girl Lçslie (Mother.
Aileen), Rt. 1, KirkSey; Baby




Mimosa Lane, Murray, Miss
Salley Foster, Shady Oaks
Trailer Court No. 65, Murray,
Christian Smyth, 307 S. 15th
St., Murray, Mrs. Gwelda
Williams, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Brenda Cole, 1403
Porter Court, Paris, Tenn..
Miss Belinda Harris, Rt. 3,
Murray, Roy Moffitt, 423 S. 8th
St., Murray, Mrs. Beverly
Page and Baby Girl, Rt. 4,
Benton, Mrs. Martha Overbey
and Baby Boy, Rt. 8, Box 28,
Murray, Rudy Fitts, 509 N. 5th
St., Murray, Mrs. Ludie Alton,
Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs.









Holmes, Box 41, Hazel,
Thomas Farthing, New
Concord, Miss Teresa
McKinney, 105 Riviera Ct.,
Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth Hahs,
105 S. 8th St., Murray, Reger
Wilson, Rt. 1, Mw-ray, Mrs.
Buthal Holmes, Box 41. Hazel,
Dale Taylor, 1104 S. 16th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Eva Hendrix,
915 Dunlap Box 584, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Zandra Barrow,
296 S. 7th St., Murray, Mrs.
Sadie TaLlent, 1515 Kirkwood,
Murray, Mrs. Estell
Paschall, Rt. 1, Murray,
Wilburn Herndon, Rt.
Murray, Gaynelle Hefndon,
323 Irvan, Murray, Mrs.
Hauteen Smith, Rt. 1, Kirksey.
-114,-29Wf/t4-
MCFADDEN BOY
Mr. and Mrs. James B.
McFadden, 1203 College
Courts, Murray, are the
parents of a baby boy, Adrian
Bryan, weighing eight pounds
three ounces, born on Monday,
March 29, at twelve p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is a junior at
Murray State University and
is employed by IGA Nor-
thside.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Darrell V. McFadden
and Mr. and Mrs. Wesley V.
Norman, all of Clown Point,
Ind. Great grandparents are
Mrs. Madge Johnson of
Salem, Mrs. Alice Norman of
Paducah, Mrs. A. B. Hayhurst
of Fort Wayne, Ind., and Mrs.
Mary K. McFadden of Crown
Point, Ind.
COM MU N ITYA
CALENDAR 
Monday, April 5
Chapter M of PEO will meet
at the home of Mrs. George
Hart at 7: 30 p.m. with Mra0L-:
.1! liortin mhoss and Mrs.
Harry Sparks program
leader.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church at
seven p.m.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
seven p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Buias Wilson.
Acteens of First Baptist
Church will meet at
Fellowship Hall at 3:30 p.m.
s - 
Lottie Moon Group of
Baptist Women of First
Church will meet in Adult III
Department at 6:15 p.m. and
Kathleen Jones Group in
church parlor at seven p.m. -
prior to the revival at 7:30
p.m.
Tuesday, April 8
Jessie Ludwick Circle of
First Presbyterian Church
will meet with Lela Dowdy at
-1730-p.m.
Tuesday, April 8
Murray High School Band.
Boosters Club will meet at
seven p.m. at the school.
East Elementary School
PTC will meet at the school at
seven p.m.
_ Group II, First Christian
Church CWF, will meet at the
home of Mrs. Allen Rose with
Mrs. C. B. Fair and Mrs. W. J.
Gibson as hostesses and Mrs.
Dan Hutson giving the
program.
St. Leo's Women's Guild will









Mrs. Howard Swinney of
Louisville as their guest
speaker Friday evening.
Mrs. Swinney is the president
of the Kentucky Department
American Legion Auxiliary.
Her husband, who is a
national official, also will at-
tend. The district commander,
James R. Jones, arid his wife
will be present from Murray,
along with Joe Austin, district
membership chairman, and." MAYFIELD PATIENTMrs. Austin. departme.
ca,
Irene Mable Gale of Kirksey
Route One was dismissed
March 27 from the Community
Hospital, Mayfield. •
Tuesday, Aeril 6
The KSALPN, Biltrict 17,
will hold its monthly meeting
at the ConferenceReooni at the
Thirray-rallorray County'
tiro :oral at seven p.m.- All
I,. o (hers are urged to attend.
Kick off coffee for cancer
drive volunteers will be held
at Holiday Inn from nine a.m.
to three p.m. Drive sponsored
by Delta Department, Murray
Woman's Club.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for Senior Citizens with
first aid lessons at,10: 30 a.m
sack lunch at 11:45 a.m., band
practice at 12:30' p.m., an()
square dance lessons at 2:1)
pm.
Dexter Senior Citizens
have its arts and crafts
meeting at Dexter Community
Center at 9:30 a.m.
Murray  Assembly No. 19 
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p,m.
May Wedding Planned
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at '‘he
utiferan Church:
'First Baptist Church
-Women will hold a general
meeting-at nine a.m. at the
church. Annie Armstrong
Group will meet with Mrs.
Karl Hussung and Dorothy
Group: with Mrs. Brent
Outland, both at ten a.m.
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
ten a.m. at the church with the
executive board meeting at
nine a.m. and coffee at 9:30
a.m.
Delta Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
have a potluck dinner at 6:30
p.m. at the clubhouse.
Wednesday, April 7
Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at the Ellis New books' at the Calloway ,
Comehunity Center at 1;30 County Public Library include
p.m. the following: t,
NORTHERN LI
Bowling will be at 1:80 p.m. Tim O'Brien. De
at Corvette lanes for Senior Set inthe
Citizens. Country
NOR
Lynn Grove Senior Citizens sto
will meet at the home of Jan
Miss Martha S. Ladd
and James H. Green, Jr.
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Martha
S Ladd to James H. Green, Jr. is announced today by the
couple's parents Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Ladd, Jr. and Mr. and
Mrs. James H. Green, Sr. all of Murray.
Both Miss Ladd and Mr. Green are graduates of Murray
High Sch and both also attended Murray State Universityoih
where Mr. reen is a member of Lambda Chi Alpha Frater-
nity:, - .
Grandparents of the bride-elect are Mr. and Mrs. Bryan
Overcast of Murray and Mrs. W. A. Ladd, Sr. of Paris, 'rri. .
Grandparents of the groom-elect are Mrs. Frank Waller of
Mayfield and Mrs. Floyd Green, Sr. of Hickman.
The wedding will be an event of ,Saturday, May 15, at two
p.m. at Hale Chapel, First United Methodist Church, Murray. ,
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and.
the reception which will follow immediately at the church. No





RN LIGHTS tells the
of Paul and Harvey
rry—two brothers driven
Maddox at 1:30 p.m. "by a compulsion to act out the
heroic demands of their dead
father.
DORIS DAY, by A. E.
Hotchner. Morrow.
For the first time, Doris Day
tells the story behind the





SPANDAU, by Albert Speer.
Macmillan.
Women of Oaks untry
Club will play bridge at 9:30
a.m. Make refervations by








V. I. Vick, local commander,
and Mrs. Mcqtew Foster,




Best Picture e4 The Year)
"Cuckoo" Not Included In Dollar Nite
-Your Individual Horostope
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, APRIL 6, 1976
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and had
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) erFt
This is a day for giving things
a REAL try. Just be certain you
are heading in the right
direction. Discuss goals with
family and ( or knowing
associates.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 1--$Q7
An occupational situation
may tax your ingenuity but cast
aside any doubts Of your ability
to hirridIP.--By midday you'll
have the answers you need-.
GEMINI
(May 72 to June 211
You may receive a job offer
which entails greater respon-





(June 22 to -July 231 ee)
Don't judge the future by the
past. You can shape your
destiny through your own ef-
forts. To "let be what must be"
is ineffectiVel'in fact, it's a lazy
attitude.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23
Do not envy others. Suc-
cessful acquaintances can
actually assist you. You have an
analytical mind and penetra-
ting insight: Use them!
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
As with Leo, scotch a present
tendency toward jealousy.
Don't nurture grudges, but,
rather, emphasize your innate
tolerance and loyalty.
LIBRA 
'flan(Sept 24, to Oct.- 23)
Your Roil' now should be to
capture the attention of those in
a position to help you further
your aims, io polish up your
wares -- and your persortility
facg
SCORPIQ4
Oct. 24 to Nov. 221
Don't try to buck present
trends or you-may find yourself
at unhappy variance with
associates who could be helpful
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 2U aeri#
Be flexible, but not easil
turned by every wind that
blows; eager to take new steps
forward, but not at the cost of
future losses or setbacks.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20! WV
' 
Make decisions only after
careful investigation. Expend
energies to elicit lasting results.
Avoid th# "quick return" angle
It is fralight with traps.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb; 19)
You may now have the
responsibility of handlipg
another's financial affairs Do
so with care. Dependence upon
you is great.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Curb a tendency toward
pessimism. With good judgment
and a bit of finesse you can
make your outlook brighter.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely competent in-
dividual, able to do big jobs in a
big way, but are sometimes
unable to. fulfill your potential
because you fear failure. Try to
bolster your self-confidence
since, with your unusual ver-
satility and inner stamina,
there is nothing you cannot
accomplish once you set your
mind to it. Many famous artists,
entertainers and j urnalistscihave been born unr Arias.
Other fields for which you are
suited. interior decoration,
designing and teaching. Birth.
date of: Rapluiel, renowned
Ital. painter; Lowell Thorns
author, lecturer, explorer,
Harry Houdini, renowned en-
tertainer and "escape artist "
r,
Speer was Hitler's personal
architect, confidant, and
protege, and the second most
powerful man in Nazi Ger-
many. He was sentenced to 20
years imprisonment at
Spandau and this is a personal
narrative about his effort to
keep his sanity during this
time of near-solitary con-
finement. He was the only top




From 1971-1974 the author
listened and probed and
painstakingly pieced together
facts, manners, and anecdotes
that present a Russia the West
has seldom seen.
WHAT TO DO WHEN, AND
WHY, by Marjabelle Stewart
McKay.
This is a complete book of
social guidance for those
difficult pre-teen and teen
years when so much of a
young girl's world is
changing.
DUBAI, by Robin Moore.
Doubleday.
Moving from top echelon
government and .financial
circles in New York and
Washington to the wilds of the
Arabian Peninsula DUBAI
combines Mr. Moore's story of
romance and suspense with
his knowledge of the Middle
East.
ALONE WITH ME, by
Eartha Kitt. Regnery.
Miss Kitt's new biography
includes her professional
triumphs, marriage, and
motherhood, and a new way of




A ring is forever and we make
up these beautiful, versatile
rings, special for the girl in
your life. For Mother sar
Grandmother, colorful birth-
stones represent each child's
birth month. For the pre-teen
or teenager, her birthstone








By Abigail Van Buren
I 1976 by CliNago N N•Nrs Sy .d ,n<
DEAR READERS: As 1 have stated in a -peeliious
column, I have signed The EAring xiti. It is simply a
document that a person signs sCating thif he does not want-
to have his life prolonged ittificially after his physician
decides that there is no reasonable hope for„secovery. I have
given copies of this document to my physician, lawyer,
clergyman and to members of my family.
On February 23rd I published the official Jewish view ow
the right to die with dignity submitted by Rabbi Bernasd-t.
&iskas. On March 15th I published a statement "the
Rev. Normarr Vincent Peale cancerneagthe Pro t view.
The following letter was ftsceived from t ost Rev.
Fulton J. Sheen: 
My dear Abby:
What a joy it was to hear from y having not had the
pleasure of seeing you for such ongwhile!
In answer To your question. "What is the official Catholic
view on the right to Uie with dignity?" it is not necessary to
use extraordinary, artificial means to keep a person alive.
Wishing you every -blessing, and with :the warmest of
personal greetinp; I am,
Sincerely yours in our Lord, -
FULTON J. SHEEN
- ...-
pEAR ABBY: I am 22 and cgnsidered very pretty. I am
' steady with a great guy who is 32..We really love each
, and he wants to marry me. The problem is, he is very
bald and my mother told me that bald men are always
unfisidiftg_to their wive*  
. HEIDI
DEAR HEIDI: If you love him—marry him. Most bald
men started fooling around when they HAD hair.
DEAR ABBY: Last weekend I was a bridesmaid at the
wedding of a close triend.
When it came time for the bride to throw her bouquet, the
photographer lined up all the bridesmaids for a picture of
the memorable moment. Well, the bride threw her bouquet
directly to her younger sister (the maid of honor), and dumb
me reached in front of her and intercepted it! Everyone was
horrified—especially the bride and her sister.
I suppose I should have known better, but I honestly did
it without thinking.
Abby, if the bride wants a certain person to have the
hboer?uquet, why bother tossing it? Why not just hand it to
I've been severely criticized for what I did, but I honestly
did it without thinking. Was I wrong?
SORRY IN ALABAMA
DEAR SORRY: Forget it. You acted on impulse.
DEAR ABBY: I have a suggestion for the mother of that
nut who is suing her for $100,000 for his circumcision. She





The auxiliary to the Ken-
tucky Medical Association will
hold its annual spring board
meeting at Ken-Bar Resort
near Kentucky Darn Monday
and Tuesday.
Mrs. Wally Montgomery,
state AKMA president and a
native of Paducah, will preside
over the session which will open
at 1 p.m. Monday. Doctors'
spouses from counties over the
Commonwealth will attend.
The activities of the con-
vention will include a
celebration of Benton's Tater
Day. Trading will be the theme
of the meeting. Project ideas
will be traded among counties
and districts.
There will be a country store
where handmade items will be
traded to benefit the American
Medical Association Education
and Research Foundation.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry, a Calloway
County member will present a
workshop on Communications,.
Mrs. Jeanette Lucas hen
Fayette County' will dismiss the
Phoenix Project. This is one of
the state projects designed to
educate the public to the facts
that kidneys and corneas can
be donated after death to give
lifeor sight to another person.
-•' Delegates to the national
convention will be elected and
the presidents of all county
auxiliaries will be honored.
Acting as hostesses will be
the auxiliaries of Graves,
Marshall and McCracken
Counties
Experts tell us that the fruit
Adam and Eve ate would not
have been an apple, but more
probably an apricot.
CALIN_ST CHARLES _
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply. write to ABBY. Box No. 69700, L.A4 Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
I.
After costly aru:1 extensive prior
treatment tailed. this skin dis-
ease was believed incurable At
this point. Nappy Jack mange
medicine was used with dramatic
success, Contains NO hexachlor-
ophene' Also HAPPY JACK
WORM CAPSULES formulated
with safety and efficacy para-
mount, to eliminate rather than
piirge, hook and round worms
cifio -directions 1CCi6 lb s 5
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program was presented by
Dan McDaniel and a group of
his students from Calloway
County ,High School at the
annual potluck luncheon held
by the Home Department of
the Murra Woman's Club on
Thursday, March_ 18, at one'
p.m. at the clubhouse.
The group sang a number of
songs in keeping with the
Bicentennial theme including'
several of Stephen Collin
Foster's well known com-
positions as well as one,.
number selected from theepti
Southern Harmony ,,atings,
typical of the ones )fig in the
Song Fest give ach year at
Benton. T program was
well re ed and enjoyed by
the
e devotion was given by
Mrs. Alfred Taylor. It was
based on readings from the
book of Psalms. She also read
,a poem titled "All This, And
Heaven, Too."
Mrs. Irma LaFollette,
president of the Murray
lint Smarm toa• • •• INV 4
Woman's Club, gave a report
on a state meeting she at-
tended recently in which
discussions were held in
regard to the Kentucky
Women's Clubs participation
in a fund raising campaign to
help keep the Kentuc,k,y- •
'Educational Televtoron
programs on. the fo‘
another year.
Several na s were tabled
to be vocin for membership
in th5,6partment. Voting on
thse names will take place at
-The next regular meeting on
Thursday, April 15, according
to Mrs. Carl Harrison,
chairman of the department.
Hostesses were Mesdames
Fil Boston, Nix Crawford,
Quinton Gibson, Ray





The First District of the
Kentucky Congress of Parents
and Teachers will have its
annual spring conference April
6 at St. Joseph School on South
4th Street in Mayfield.
Registration will take place
from 6:30 p.m. to 7:15 p.m. and
the meeting will -open at 7:30
p.m. Mrs. Perry Norsworthy
will preside.
Girl Scout Troop 43 ,will
present the Pledge to the Flag.
The devotional will be given by
Mrs. Henry Anderson. Music
will be presented by the
seventh and eight grade chorus
of St. Joseph School.
Mrs. John Kirksey, past state
PTA president, will be the
*WM.
LIMA BONANZA
Note this tasty way for in.
troducing a vegetable change
Cook frozen lima beans as
package directs; drain. Toss
with butter or margarine,
grated Cheddar cheese,
chopped toasted walnuts, and
salt and pepper. Real fine with
poultry, ham or pork, ham-
burger patties, or omelets.
Golden Anniifersary
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce King
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce King of Murray Route Eight will be
honored on their fiftieth wedding anniversary on Sunday, April
11, with a reception at the home of a daughter, Mrs. James T.
Thompson and Dr. Thompson, 1706 Plainview, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to call between the hours
of two to four p.m. The family requests that guests not bring
gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. King were married April 10, 1926, by Bro. Dee
Knight of Stewart County, Tenn. Their attendants were Mrs.
Wes Amy Knight! Blaine and the late Roy Vinson.
Mrs. King is the former Monico Futrell, daughter of the late
Richard FterellAht ma Futrell Hicks. Mr. King is the son of
the late Phillip King and SusieFutrell King. They are membes
of the First Baptist Church.
They have Six children who are Mrs. Samuel D. (Virginia).
Henry of Erlanger, Mrs. Eugene (Dot Mohundroi Newton ,
of Minocika, Ill., Robert L. King of Park City, Mrs. Robert S.
• (Lou) Young of Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, Mrs. James T.
(Pat) Thompson and Mrs. Jimmy D. (Carolyn) Anderson,
both of Murray. They have fifteen grandchildren and two great
grandchildren. •
•* ,
Bridge Winners Listed By Club
Last Wednesday night's
bricige players saw the team
of Maurice Humphrey and
Patty Windrum Quinn breeze
into first place at the Murray
Open Duplicate Bridge-Glubts—
weekly meeting.
Bob and Ruth Howard were
right behind them, and as the
last scores of the evening
came in it was anybody's
game. Patty and Maurice,
however, maintained' their
slight lead to take the top
honors.
The Murray Open Duplirate
Bridge Club meets every
Wednesday evening in
Gleason Hall at St. Leo's
--Ctnirch on -N.. 12th St. Doors
open at 6:30 and playbegins at
7:00 All bridge players are
welcome at this unrestricted,
non-profit club.
For further information or
for assistance in finding a






By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
,The time of the year just
ahead of us is a paradise for
those who love to arrange
flowers. The new green of the
shrubbery provides ample
background for all bouquets.
The spirea, forsythia and
japonica give the needed
color, and with daffodils and
tulips there is variety_
Dogwood‘, is lovely now, and
azaleas can make one of the
prettiest arrangements
imaginable.
Vireigelia is showing its color
Id most of the Viburnums
aye ready to bloom. So there
A no lack of variety for color
or texture among the spring
blossoms.
Therefore it it a gOod time Id
check, over your containers.
Clean them up, shine them up
and get them ready to be filled
with the beauty of your yard.
If some of your vases,
especially glass ones, have
become stained with constant.:
use, try mixing a little vinegar
with your cleansing water. It
will help to cut the in-
crustation where water has
stood and where stems of
(losers have stained the glass
The stores are full of dainty
small containers to be used as
miniatures. Fill these with
violets, pansies and any of the
small blossoms that abo.und
just now
Get a tall container to make
a vertical arrangement, or a
low one for a crescent I will
reprint a chart of basic shapes
of newer arranging in the near
future, so you can have theme
to copy_ Then try to make
some of the harder designs. It
is in striving to do something
hard-that we are able to learn
Our first attempt may be
rather crude, but if we keep
trying, we find It becomes
easier and the result becomes
more pleasing.
Sometimes all an
-arrangement needs is to. be
placed on a base to lift it up a
bit I remember a friend who
had several bases made from
cross sections of a piece of a
tree The slabs were planed,
smoothed, painted or var-
nished, with the bark left on
and were beautiful. She had
them in varying sizes and they
were quite a help to the over-
all appearance of the
arrangement.
Be sure your flowers are
anchored securely to the
container. A frog of sufficient
size can be fastened to the
bottom of the vase or bowl
with mortite I have seen
bouquets that looked as if they
might topple forward or
sideways any minute. A little
forethought can assure you
that your arrangement can be
carried to church or to a
garden club meeting with
safety
_ You can still set out plants,
azaleas, evergreens or almost
anything. Easter is still three
weeks away, so 1 am waiting
Audit then to set out annuals,
just to be on the safe side.
They are so reasonable in
price and so easy to plant, so
let's plant lavishly and turn
the bare spots into a gar-
dener's dream.
Don't forget to set out





vinegar, one tablespoon soy
sauce and a dash of liquid red
pepper seasoning to an un-
- drained one pound 4 ounce can
pineapple slices. Chill several
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Mrs. Katherine Chrisman Gives
Program For The Mason Circle
The Mason Circle of pies of various people
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church held as
March meeting in the home of
_Mrs. Coleen Linn, president,
who pre'ilded over a short
business session.
Mrs, Renee Linn, vice-
president, introduced the
guest speaker, Mrs. Katherine
Chrisinan, who gave a short
devotion , and then led a
discussion on "Faith." She
had illustrations and exam-
ADD CHEESE
Let cheese give new life to
your menus as a welcome
ingredient in vegetable and
meat dishes! When cheese
melts and blends with other
ingredients, these dishes come
alive with color and flavor
How about adding cubes of
Cheddar cheese to ham-
burgers and chili, cubes of
Swiss cheese to potato salad
and shredded Cheddar cheese
to cooked broccoli or
cauliflower?
displaying faith.
After the program Mrs.
Coleen Linn presented Mrs.
Chrisinan with a set of
glasSes. '
Refreshments were served
to nine persons. Others
present, not alrelsdy-- men-
tioned, were Mrs, Sherla
Underwood, Mrs. Brenda
Owen, Mrs. Sharon Myatt,
Mrs. Sheila Tidwell, Mrs.
Sherry. -Golightly, and Mrs
Kay Lowe. - •
11111•111111MNINIMPIW—
MISS YOUR PAPER/
Subscribers who have not
received their home delivered
copy of The Murray ledger
Times by $.30 p m Monday
fnday or by 3• 10 p in on
Saturdays are urged to call
753 19/6 between 5 30 p
and 6 p ii,Monday-friday
or 3313 p in and 4 p. in
Settyrdays, to insure delivery
of the newspaper Calls must
be placed by 6 p inwee,h
days or 4 p in Saturdeert tc
guarantee delivery
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Wed. - Turquoise Ring
Thurs. - Sandals
Fri. -Summer Purse














1146 Crouch, Jerry D.  
1183 Cunningham, Theodore R
1251 Diamont, Eugene A. 
1253 Dibble, Ralph 
1348 Dows-t, David W 
1408 Eaker, Dorothy 
1477 Emerson, Bobby J. 
1489 Emmert, D. Chris 
1617 Farris, Tremon 
1618 Farrist,Tremon P. Jr 
1673 Fitts, Douglas trAL 
1786 Gadberry, J ohri R , . 35.66
1805 Ganger, Ruby  58.65
1876 General Silica Ptoducts • • -• 220.71
2024 Guthrie, Thomas Lee 63.85
2051 Hale, Mrs. Mary • -  12.66
2097 Harding, Bert 705
2300 Hodge, John S. Si Donald L. Nanny-, 40.26
2305 Hodges, John & Dan Nanny 41.27
2378 Horning, Bobby C  126.92
2436 Hubbard, Louise 705
2437 Hubbard, Louise 16.50
2454 Hughes, Glenda G  66.29
2555 Hynes, Aloyce & Barbara Jarrett 15.22
2677 Johnson,- Perry Thomas 27.43
2751 Jones, Jones, Gladys,  10.88
2806 Jones, Rural R. - 34.88
2935 King, Owen .  12.66
3061 Lane, Gertrude 577
3130 Lawrence, Mrs. J. W. 12.66
,3152A Lax, Steve  42.02
3357 Mathis, Kenneth • 58.39
3434 McCuiston, Mrs. F. E  •  15.99
3481 McGehee, Desiree 13.95
3524 McKinney, Robert G. 15.09
3822 Murray Sand Cd.,. 287.30
3826 Murray Silica SancrInc. 248.88
3955 Orten; Dorothy 59.93
3978 Outland, James P 50.98
4060 Parker, Billy Joe 76.04
4201 Peeler, Birdene 30.55
4448 Remole, Darrell R 56.09
4605 Rogers, Glen 76.34
4678 Ross, Thomas 7  05
4636 Rutledge, Havana 628
4737 Rutlege, Havana  602
4739-Rutledge, Pete Jr  35.11
5019 Skinner, John W. 21.53
5022 Skinner, Oscar  10.11
6395 Taylor, J. E .   48.43
5439 Thomas, Kenneth W 66.31
5560 Tri-Way Oils Inc 118.27
5735 Walker, Harvey 43.16
5774 Walls, Harold  7.55
5775 Walls, Harold  31.01
5777 Walls, James 41.84
5806 Ward, L Charles 54.82
5819 Ward, Vera  '  17.77
5901 Wells, Oina  8.06
6162 Wooford, Louise •-• 602
6232 Wyrin, Jinuny D. 54.74
COMMON SCHOOL DISTRICT
7044 Adams, Dwain 25.89
7080 Adams, James E. & Linda 7  52
7083 Adams, Jim  61.95
7117 Adcock, F. D. 752
7125 Adlds,on, Malcome V.   14.06
7126 Adkison, Malcome V. 785
7129 Adsit, Glenn 627
7143 Ahart, Troy Jr 107.06
7144 Ahart, William 29.75




I will on Monday, April 26, 1976 at 10:00 A. M. at the Court
House door at Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky expose to
public sale to the highest bidder the, following delinquent tax
claims upon which a real estate assessment appears the
amount includes the tax, penalty, Sheriff's service fee and
advertising cost). The claims sold become a lien upon the
property described upon the „face of Aire tax bill and are sub-
ject to 12 per cent interest per annuni
MAURICE WILSON
SHERIFF OF CALLO WAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY
GRADED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Bill No., Names Amount
98 Allen, Kenneth 47.88
199 Bailey, Max E 66.24
242 Barger, Zelma J  38.21
280 Batoon, Solomon Gordon 6  28
310 Beaugard, Georgia 6  28
340 Berry, Joseph...    18.38
347 Betts, Marie Brandon 53.84
394 Blakely, George 884
426 Bogard, Lornan Rudell 67.75
639 Brunner, Richard N  . 58.00
669 Bultler, Lloyd 63.55
876 Chapman, Alvin 62.65
929 Clayton, James D .0,-..A.,•-•.-•,•-•-•-•,•-•..• • .142.80
938 Coates, Bonnie Smith 66.31
939 Coates, Terra 6  28
1012 Collins, Willie B.  17.30













7161 Alexander, Clarence A.
7162 Alexander, Clarence A.
71': Alexander, T. G. 
7221 Allen, Carolyn A
7224 Allen, David D. 








7244 Allen, William H 17.02
7315 Anderson, 011is Edward 11.33
7328 Anderson, Thomas F. 14.19
7347 Applegate, Carl 6  91
73.44 Arrningeon, Charles R 49.30
7442 Austad, Glen H 691
7465 Bacher, Joe •i  33.48
7537 Bakenhus, John F 7  52
7553 Baker, James E. 881
7623 Barclay, Jack R. 11.33
7625 Bard, William R.& Michael Mobley 33.48
7628 Barker, H. O. 25.89
7640 Barnes, Carol L 23.98
7651 Barnes, Richard & Dora 11.33
7687 Barnett, Shirley 6  59
7694 Barnett, William Ray -..• 7  52
7736 Barto, Oscar C. 594
7746 Bass, Jesse 7  52
7762 Baylor, Billy 6  59
7839 Beane, William B 14.50
7856 Beane, Ruben a   11.33
7880 Begker, Terry G. 65.12
7907 Bell & Overby 691
7911 Bell, Carl  691
7948 Bennett, Carl W. 6  91
7979 Berry, John F 10.36
7980 Berry, Joseph N.  10.07
8006 Riffle, James K. HI  151.66
8018 Billheimer, John K 20.63
8051 Binisong, Jerry ,  121 57
5066 Bishop, C. A. Decd 11.75
8101 Black, Ronnie 68.28
8148 Blaylock, James Owen 6  59
8153 Blixt, Dean C 6  91
8177 Bocage, Sterling C. Jr.  27.15
8204 Bogard, Phillip  68.50
8223 Boggs, Burel 344.27.
8237 Bonds, Leon 
 5 389
8310 Bowling, Neil Wesley 
127:5278343 Boyd, Tony T.
8450 Brashear, Larry  36.64
8512 Britt, James E.... , 752
8516 Brittain, J. B 565
8577 Brown, Dale 
"r"'  2. 51..658145
8641 Bruce, David M. 
8644 Bruce, Mrs. Logan
8666 Bryant, Charles  6.91
8743 Bucy, Thomas Allen 817
8751 Bullock, Ronald C  55.19
8773 Burke, Gerald 8  17
8797 Burkeen, David Brent  46.14
8798 Burkeen, Dayrnan L  ,17.66
8801 Burkeen, Eugene  .. 22.72
8825 Burkeen, James Hugh 
9610167298847 Burkeen, Paul & Ruby 
8884 Burns, J. W. 752
8889 Burris, Billy,  46.14
8898 Burton, Bobby 626
8909 Bush, Doyle , • 8  17
9044 Calhoom Ewin 23.40
9084 Campbell, Burton L . 6  91
9105 Canada, Filey F. .  .. 752
9128 Card,Glenn N. 
9133 Carlson, Russell H. 
9197 Carroll, James E. 
9222 Carson, Joseph R. 626
9229 Carson, William R. 626
9271 Castro, Richard 6  91
9273 Catet, Walter M.  12.59
9333 Chamberlain, Clarence 594
9409 Cherry, Gerald D. 626
9537 Clark, Raymond 12.59
9612 Cobham, Jan & Brenda 8  17
9722 Collie, Jimmy 55.54
9805 Colson, Jean 6  91
9814 Colson, W. Lonnie 22.72
-9839 Conaway, Harvey J. 272.24
9858 Connor, Arlie 5  94
9866 Conyer, Donald Don Thomas-L. U7
:9867 Conyer, Donald or Helen or Michael D ..........6.J
9975 Cooper, William W 9.72
10012 Cossey,'Kenneth Gardner 88]
10013 Cossey, Kenneth Gardner  30.31
10060 Cox, Alex L. 659
10066 Cox, John E 69]
10210 Crouch, Jerry   124.60
10249 Crowder, Mollie E. 752
10301 Cumbee, Hurley B.  .• 659
10308 Cunningham Bobby 139.68
1034, Cunningham, Donald 
  . 68.489110396 Currin, James A. 
10406 Cutler, Steve K. 594
10473 Darnell, James Lee .217.67
.10513 Daunora, Barbara 6  91
10514 Davee, R. L. 626
10529 Davis, C. A 752
10532 Davis, Donald L. 6  26
10555 Davis,Ray O. 865
10557 Davis, Robert  747
10566 Davis, Wayne 626
10577 Dayton, W. B 848
10590 Decker, Frank W.  • ft  27.15
10619 Denham, Graham Est 29.38
10638 Denniston, Louis M. 691
10654 Deutsch, Steve 8  13
10663 Dweese, Hassel S. .-  10.07
10664 Dewey, Daniel  691
10703 Dieterlen, Carl L. 6.91
10704 Dietz, Jack L. Est  626
10713 Dillon, Dwayne 5.65
10793 Donelson, Hubert 
10831 Dorris, Luther J. 5.94
10863 Dow, Floyd A. & Ester L. 8.17
10904 Downs, Ed   ...... 7.52
10933 Driver, W. B. & David 15.36
10946 Dugger, Donald Wayne 53  45
10955 Duke, Marvin J 6.91
10956 Duke, Marvin J. Jr ...• ... 6.91
10972 Duncan, Alfred E 
••••
58.80
11003 Duncan, Eugene  1927
1101.5 Duncan, Huie 108.41
11029 Duncan, Leo  .52.47
11036 Duncan, Polie   11.33
11078 Dunn. Jewell Ahart . 27.15
11129 Eaker, Glenn Thomas 135.46
11130 Eaker, Mrs. Irene 52.47
11178 Edwards, Artis L. - . ..... .9.41344_
11195 Edwards, Helen J 
8
11214 Edwards, Kenneth A. 36.64
11246 Elam, Hal B.  6.26
11286 Elkins, Darrell  13.76
11288 Elkins, Dwain 57.02
11290 Elkins, Earnest D 99.92
11305 Ellcins, James W 34.12
11318 Elkins, Lonnie 
31:1
11328 Elkins, Vurion 
11329 Elkins, W. A 
5823 825:911330 Elkins, W. A 
1134.4 Elliott, James  25 7149.31
11350 Elliott, Richard C. 
11345 Elliott, James H. 
49.10
11412 Engle, Ralph 
. 6 526911552 Everhart, Virgil M 
11555A Evitts, Clyde 36.65
11581 Fair, William 10.38
11584 Fallwell, Harold 34.74
11602 Falwell, William P 
11626 Farms & Homes Inc. 
11604 Fannaro, Len 
125338.248147
11627 Farms & Homes Inc. 
102°1..231811628 Farms & Homes Inc. 
11629 Farms & Homes Inc  11.33
11632 Farrar, Lawrence 141.22
11681 Fa ulks, James 0.-Jacquelyn Hite • 4.  13.85
11688 Fega, Morton E • 12.47
11781 Fish, R. E 752
11804 Fleming, Delbert E. 256.28
11829 Floyd, Burlos 
11838 Fogleman, John W  7.52
11858 Ford, Joe 549.23
11860 Ford, Milous H. 722
11862 Fprd, Milous H. Sr. 6  91
11881 Frorrester, Jean 755
11916 Fowler, James 8.33
11923 Fox, James 817
11924 Fox, James , 90.60
11951 Freeland, James H 90.44
11997 Funston, Richard L. • 755
12108Futrell, Robert D. 33.48
11723 Ferguson, Edward R 
12130 Gaddie, Gordon
12226 Garland, Floyd
12244 Garland, John S.
12245 Garland, John Sanders






12255 Garland; Paul  33 48
12256 Garland, Paul  46 14
4
12283 Garrett, Chester A. 749
12331 Gelsinger, Donald°. or Reva 626
12376 Gibbons, David F. or Margie R. 817
12396 Gidcomb, Clarence L 23.98
12407 Gill, Harry Sr. 21.78
12418 Gilmore, Michael A.  10.07
12458 Gobble, Thomas J. or Bettie R. Sr  594
12461 Godwin, Joe E 881
12463 Goff, John  25.25
12465 Goheen, Emily 881
12508 Goodwin, Russell A. 103.09
12528 Gossett, Effie M. 69]
12544 Graf, Otto r 7  52
12546 Graffis, Carl 691
12568 Graves, Richard E  12.24
12569 Graves, Richard E  10.07
12642 Greene, Barney W.  15.13
12652 Greer, Jesse  25.89
12653 Greer, Jesse Mackie 691
12659 Gregg., William L. 69]
12682 Griffith, James E. '-
12691 Griison, James A. 10.07
12746"Groorns, R. L. 7  22
, 12775 Guess, Michael 611
12834 Hale, Charles 7  52
12916 Hall, Nakornix 11.33
12925 Hall, Roy L. .6.9111-1,1 A-111,_.11•111_•-•Y•
12958 Harrunons, JohnW • j • • • • 68.28
12961 Hampton, Emily 7  52
12962 Hampton, John J. Jr - 10.63
12983 Haney, Charles or Lilliam M. 9  43
12991 Hannis, James
13006 Hardison, Zilpha  . 23.98
13028 Hargrove, Jimmy  41.01
13052 Harmon, John  14.50
13058 Harp Leon N. Sr a  10.07
13059 Harp, Leon Sr. 40.45
13089 Harrington, Mackey I. 6  59
13092 Harris, Donald W 12.47
13093 Harris, Edward P 27.15
13119 Harris, Willie A 41.07
13148 Hart, Herman W 626
13153 Hart, James H 22.78
13166 Haslett; John D 8  17
13200 Haynes, George C 8  17
13216 Haywood, David - 7  52
13217 Haywood, Doris L  11.33
13224 Hazelwood, James 594
11237 Heath...MPIviar . 10.04
13248 Helm, Luther 7  52
13252 Henderson, Billy & Max Wiggins  84a
13260 Henderson, Laverne ET AL 
13271 Hendon, Dorsey 33.48
13273 Hendon, Dorsey 474.00
13274 Hendon, Dorsey 34.68
13294 Hendricks, C. T. Est 40.83
13295 Hendricks, CharlesEl 403.17
13361 Herman, Joseph 14.29
13364 Hernandez, Ramon 594
13379 Herndon, Jackie 27.53
13398 Herndon, Robert M •  127.13
13399 Herndon, Robert Michael 8  17
13400 Herndon, Robert Michael..........881 
13409 Herron, T.S.  27.79
13410 Herron, T. S. FARM ' 76.08
13435 Hicke, Shirley & Beverly  11.30
13467 Higgins, Cecil D. .  125.34
13490 Hightower, Ernie 6  59
13510 Hill, Frank W 7  52
• 13518 Hill, 3. B. dr James Hart 817
13539 Hill, Thomas R. ' 17.66
13568 Hisaw, James R. 
13577 Hobbs, G. D. 39.81
13612 Hogan, James 817
13669 Holland, James 10.07
13683 Hollaway, James E.   ... .8.17
13686 Holloway, James E. 6  26
13691 Holmes, Robert C 49.30
13776 Hopkins, Jerry 34.12
13777 Hopkins, Jerry L 128.41
13778 Hopkins, Jerry L 194.85
13804 Hopkins, Walter  -   17.66
13814 Hopper, Thomas C.  10.07
13832 Horning, Bobby 626
13837 Horton, Bobby C 943
13859 Houk, Vivian D. 752
13882 Houston, Charles  12.59
13896 Houstein, Ervin R. ET AL 691
L3925 Howard, Carl R.,   182.19
13926 Howard, Carl R 65.12
13927 Howard, Carl R 42.97
13964 Hubbell, Larry R.  .5.94
14019 Hughes, Roy N. 42.97
14092 Hurt, Ted L. 68.28
14106 Hutchins, Hafford 11.33
14110 Hutchins, John T 130.37
14119A Hutson, Harold B. ..... ...  68.27
14214 J B J Corp 10.07
14283 Jacobson, Linda Star 6  26
14344 Jennings, James F 10.07
14345 Jennings, Jerry P 5  94
14348 Jenschke Stephen J 6  26
14366 Jines, Joseph 6  26
14462 Joiner William 7  52
14463 Joines, Donald A  .. 30.31
14472 Jones, Alton  •  . 37.22
14501 Jones,Charles K. or L. Dale  6.91
14543 Jones, Mrs. Edna A -  6.59.
14565 Jones, Gerald W. 9  43
14630 Jones, Madison 49.58
14639 Jones Mildred M. 38.08
14695 Jones, Velma W. 14.81
14715 Jordon, J. Christine 6  91
14723 Joven, Jose C. 626
14785 Keener Harvey J. or George Beech 8  81
14787 Keeney, Edward M. 7  52
14796 Kellam.41,. E. 9  43
tom Keller. Ronald V. 7  47
14803 Kelley, Elmer J. 565
14805 Kelley, Mary Helen  •  . 6  91
14875 Kennedy, Daniel L. 626
14884 Kennemore Marvin 8  81
14907 Key, Clifton . 151.30
14928 Key, Nelson 187.72
14951 Kimbrell Melvin 594
14969 Kirnbro, Judith 626
14973 Kimbro, O. C.  124.12
14975 Kimbro, Ronnie 49.30
14979 Kirnbro Tommy  . . 12.88
14985 King, Arvelee  11.20
15002 King, James R.    . 11 97
15010 King, Walter H.  13.16
15088 Knight, Richard '30  31
15110 Knuckles, Bryce E. Jr  5.65
15111 Knuckles Bryce K. Jr.  8.07
15155 Kruse, Howard A. 8  17
15165 Kurth Irene & Jack Hiland 8  73
15183 Lafferty. Dan J 785
15184 Lafferty, Jack 5  94
15212 Lamb, Dennis E. 58]
15255 Lampkins, Derrell 7  52
15273 Lane, Gaylon 626
15194 Laremore, Lucille 785
15365 I atimer. Ray 20.83
1537812wrenre, 8  17
153'79 La wrenee, Eva 8  48
15448 Lee, Jesse 4591
15469 Lee, Robert  88]
15515 Lewellyn, Lawrdice T 881
15526 Leivis Harold L ,....l5.13
15536 Lewis, Melba 691
15537 Lewis, Melba 6  91
15544 Liddell, Oscar B  11.33
15573 Lindsey, Richard W. 7  22
15585 Lilian Donnie W 691
15593 Lively, James E. Jr  11.33
15594 Lively, James 0. 33.48
15607 Lockhart, Myrtle 36.64
15615 Lofton, Donald 8  81
15619 Long, David A 6  59
15636 Louvin, Betty 6  26,
15641 Love, Philip L. '  659
15642 Loveall, Joseph M. Jr. 6  59
15651 Lovett, David L 
7 515658 Lovett, Kenneth A.  . .52
15695 Lovins, Richard & Charles 68.28
15718 Lowery, Pantie! N   11.97
848 15757 Lynch, R. H.    58.36
69115771 Lyons, J. H.
15774 Lyons, Luther 70.11
15786 Madden, William E. & Imogene  21.64
15844 Maness, Junior 5  65
15845 Maness, Oscar  18.30
15847 Maness, Robert
15852 Manion, Harvey.
15857 Mann, Anthony M. 785
15870 Manning, J. H.  61.95
15877 Manning, Ronald E.   11.32\
15912 Marlowe, James A. 51.71 \
15925 Marshall, Charles M.  10.07
15936 Marshall, William R 131.56
15947 Martin, Harold B. & Julia 7  52
15958 Maruschak, John Jr    10.54
15959 Maruschak, John Jr 9  43
15960 Marvin, Mrs. Bobby-Jack  10.07
15966 Mason, Robert 19.49
15994 Mathis, Donnie 51.84
16046 May, Leonard . . .  87.90
16047 May, Leonard 10.60
16069 Mays, Emmett E. 691
16127 McClanahri, Leroy 95.00
16198 McCoy, Ramona. . .... 6 91
16322 McFarland, Guy P. • - • 150.55
16323 McFarland, Helen H.. ... ,er 594
16345 McGuins, Gene_ 5  94
/63528trIntoSh, Ronnie 683
16376 McKie, Donna Jean . . 5.94
16377 McKie, Donna Jean
16414 ,McLeod & Downing  46.35
16417 McLeod, Claude Earl . -  27.15
16420 McLeod, Edward   ...13l.56
16468 Medley, Maxine   31.03
16471 Meeks, Elmo T. 722
16512 Mid State Homes Inc.  106.25
16520 Miles, Fronie    ••-•1•1
16535 Miller, Charles E.  100.86
16536 Miller, Charles E. 8  17
16578 Miller, Herman W 10.07
16602 Miller, Joseph C. • 80.94
16845 Miller, Robert D. 43.47
16654 Miller, Ftobert W 800
16662 Miller, Thomas F. 8  81
16663 Miller, Thomas F.  . 10.69
16677 Milligan, James " 5  94
16687 Mills, Lela B. 6  91
16701 Maley, Edward L. 817
16719 Mitchell, Elster R 5  94
16720 Mitchell, Elster ,  . • • • 5  94
16730 Mitchell Mary 6  59
16744 Mitch uson, Obie Gene 30.31
16750 Moeller Karl C 8  17
16782 Mondragon, Angel 10.38
16834 Moore, Dottie  ...... 11.33
16838 Moore, Eston Z. 626
16891 Morgan, Francis T 6  91
16898 Morgan, James E 154.11
16899 Morgan, James H ....... 11.33
16954 Morris, Michael Wayne r 14.50
16995 Morrison, James R 8  81
17003 Morrison, Robert E.  • 881
17005 Morrison, Shelly  153.72
17046 Moubray, Kenneth Wayne 8  17
17085 Murdock, SFC Millard B .  10.07
17105 Murphey, Richard A. & Noretta Lee  .6.26
17123 Murray Memorial Garden ---- 163.21
17126 Murray Silica Sand Inc. 46.14
17153 Myers, Jerry J. & John L. Brown Jr. 881
17173 Nance, Bob  11.33
17180 Nance, J. D • 11.33
17191 Nance, Ftaley E 565
17268 Ness, Donald G  626
17271 Nestnid, Maurice J.   11.33
17284 Neuhoff, William E. ,- 626
17222 Newberry, Jackie 6r Ted McCuiston ........    . 8.81
17293 Newberry, Jackie  11.61
17313 Newsome, Delbert  154.91
17334 Nichols, William A. 691
17335 Nichols, William A . .... 7.10
17351 Nixon, Herman M - 565
17352 Noble, Virgil or Wm. Edwitrd Jr. 6  26
17353 Noble, Virgil 5  94
17354 Noble, Virgil or Lois K 594
17355 Noble, Virgil & Lois 659
17379 Norman, L. C. Jr 6  59
17436 Obrien, Stephen W or Darlene P 594
17442 Odell, Ben K 11.33
17448 Odom Harry 10.69
17500 Orgon, Wayne 881
17573 Osborne, Clifton G 99.92
17576 Osborne, Harold R. 210.23
17616 Outland, Glenn 92.33
17737 Owens, Edward 11.33
17786 Parenteau, Earle M 7  39
17823 Parker. James Darrel  17.02
17856 Parker. Ronald 565
17868 Parks, Anna Lou
17899 Parmly, Donald R.
17949 Paschall, Alexander 
18192 Perucca, Pete 
18227 Phillips, Charles M. 859
18248 Phillips, Joe Pat 121.98
18351 Poe, Richard B 594
18353 Poe, Richard B 5  94
18460 Prescott, Robert Eugene 68.28
18485 Pridemore, J. H  20.83
16499 Pritchard. John F 63.78
18537 Prwitt, Earl  18.92
18538 Proctor. Billie ; 7  52
18545 Prokaslu, Daniel G 8  70
18556 de, l'aul C. 752
18558 Pryor, Harold 6  26
18579 Puckett, Sam uerC 37.07
18580 Puckett, Samuel C.  99.92
18616 Quick,Silas 565
18642 Rahiga, John 1, 7  52
18650 Ralph Rachael  17.51--
18651 Ralph Rachael V. ,  11.97
18673 Ramsey, Wilbur 5  94 '
18726 Ray. David 5  94
18819 Reibitz, Ola Mae  10.69
18826 Reilly, Charlie  21.46
111/03 Retirement Acres 8  17
18839 Retirement Acres.  56.58
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The Murray Ledger& Tunes
Walter L. Apperson, publisher
Guest Editorisl
MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, Inc }Gene McCutcheon, editor
Ford's New
Intelligence Set-Up
The new intelligence set-up
announced by President Ford
seems designed to do two things
which are patently essential:
• 1. Preserve a meaningful in-
telligence apparatus witpout
which the security of the nation
would be jeopardized.
2. Provide safeguards again-
st abuses Which would &minish
the personal freedom and
privacy of American citizens
and 'againstviolence to the per-
sons of foreign officials in time
of peace.
But the plan outlined by Mr.
Ford is not perfect. •
For example, he could not an-
swerto the__complete satisfac-
tion at leasi,,of .,the inquirer
what can what can be done to
keep people within the new in-
telligence community from
abusing "secret" and "con-
fidential"- classifications to
hide their misjudgments.-
is now_ generally_ conceded
that such misjudgments were
the root of the problems which
have beset the' Central In-
telligence Agency and kindred
entities.
• But no intelligence set-up can
be perfect. The American
people will have to trust the
president, as the one who has
final responsibility and ac-
countability, as well as the
"oversight" panel which Mr.
Ford has appointed.
Real .reforms, however,
require that Congress place
trust in the 'chief executive and
his appointees. Further, as Mr.
Ford said, Congress must clean
its own house so that there will
be no more leaks of data which
are justifiably classified as
- secret.
-A-final judgment as to the full
worth of Mr. Ford's plan will
have to await details of the
legislation he is proposing and
of the disposition Congress
makes of his proposals.
Meanwhile, the intelligence
reorganization outlined by Mr.
--Ford has. .got to be.considered a




The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray-- Ledger Times is
published every afternoon except Sun-
days July 4, Christmas Doy, -New Year's
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St. Murray,
Ky., 42071.
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray'
Ky. 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served
by eorriirs. $2.25 por matWpayobTette
advance. By moll in Calloway County
and to Benton, Nordin, Mayfield, Sedalia
and Farmington, •Ky , an Paris,
Buchonon and Puryeor, Tenn., $15.00
  per year. By mail to other destinations..
130 00 per year
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I opinionated articles on this page are presented tor
oruxiiiing a forum for the free. exchange of differing
i"ers 10 the editor in response to editorials and
;oil ten ere encouraged
.ii this newspaper strongb believe that to limit
'e len to unl) those which parrallel the editorial
newspaper would be a Kissers tee to our readers
, readers *too do nstt agree with an ednortal stand or
fed td all /IAA 'dual writer in c ',Winn, to respond




United States Industrial ('0uncil
TODAY'S TOPIC: SHAREHOLDERS
The more than t million Americans
who own shares in business have a
difficult time getting their views heard
in Washington. Politicians pay scant
attention to these owners of business,
and the other millions who own cor-
porate bonds, insurance, or real estate,
because the property owners are not
organized.
Efforts are under way, however, to
organize those millions who have in-
vested their savings in thousands of
companies nationwide. One of these
efforts is the Stockholder Advocate
Association, P. 0. Box 999, Charleston,
S. C. 29402.
Henry L. Scott, head of the
Stockholder Advocate Organization,
recently addressed a civic club on the
subject of shareholder rights and their
aims. He made these telling points:
"The wealth of this great land is
generated by its productive heart. It
comes from those who invent, create,
discover, employ, heal, and build.
These were the priceless ingredients
which went into the creation of the
moral system yet deviseci_by rnan-the
free enterprise system.
"If you are a shareholder, you are a
part owner of the private productive
might of America and have a vital
stake in its future. You have a right to
the opportunity for gain. When
politicians speak scornfully about "Big
Business," they are speaking scorn-
fully about you and me. We did not
invest our savings to have them
dissipated by the ravages of politicians
or bureaucrats who usurp our
inalienable right to a fair, return as
owners.
'We shareholders who own most of
private enterprise are being robbed of
our life savings by the
mismanagement, malpractices, and
deadly offenses of bureaucrats. But
ADVOCATE




18865 Rhodes, Charles 124.82
565
785
1...93 Richardson, Rodney D - 47.52
6  91
19120 Roby, H. E 14.50
19125 Rodgers, James M 12.24
19134 Rogers, Charles H. Jr 12.69
19191 Rogers, Jimmy  , 118.91
19162 Rogers, Orrin R. 594
19166 Rogers, Ronald 90.44
19173 Rogers, Terry 52.47
19238 Bass, Cornelia Fay 706
19287 Row4ind, Joe P 752
19317 Rudd, Stewart it. Jr 7  52
19354 Rushing, John R.  5.94
19357 Rushing, L L. -.60 75
19366 Russell, Charlet. 7  50
19367 Russell, Charles D. 
19368 Russell, Charles E. 
31.57
'S  26
19369 Riisspil, Darrell 5  65
19491 Scaffe, Henry L 943
19506 Scates, Ira 
19528 Schippert, effi
19531 Schmidt, Robert V  939
19540 Schoellhamer, Richard 8  17
19549 Schroader, Bobby'. 
  219550 Schroader, Bobby G. , 751:9445
19588 Scott, C. W.  9.74
19612 Scott, James T. Sr 27.15
19644 Scull, A. H 56.89
19655 Seay, Billy J. & Rosina 752
19679 Settle, Mrs. Bennie 36.07
19703 Shaffner, RonnieB 15.76
19704 Shamblin, Jerry B. 5  94
19729 Shekell, Marie 58.80
19730 Shekell, Marie  81.21
19832 Shipley, Donald 7  50
19899 Sieting, Robert L 23.98
•19926 Simms, Mae • 'is.  7  22
19927 Simms, Mae E  • 10.69
19936 Simpson, Joel W 9  11
19980 Skrabala, Joe 722
19981 Slagel, Herald D 8  13
20016 Smith, Alfred F 12.59
20027 Smith, Cecil 8  81
20057 Smith, Edward E. 11.33
20081 Smith, Helena E 6  26
20083 Smith, Herman J. 881
20091 Smith, J. W. 29.03
20101 Smith, Joe C
20151 Smith, Paul ,   93.59
20153 Smith, SGT Paul 29.05
20171 Smith, Robert G.  101.09
20195 Smith, Walter H. 118.91
20264 Sottile, Michael E 6  91
20265 Souder, Eugene J. 6  59
20266 Souder, Eugene J.  16.36
13 20267 Southard, Christine  185.84
20311 Sparks, Donald 943
20340 Spiceland, Lucille & Paloma Murphy  53
20344 Spoonamore, Thomas N.2 817
20355 Stacey, J. C. 752
f:r1 57 Stacy, Edward K  171.45
20.366 Stallings, Aubrey L.  13.80
_20377 Stalls, Clayton 63.82
20374 Stalls, Walter E  158.31
' 20395 Stanley, Cliarles E. 75.78
20476 Steen, Bernard   11.33
20490 Stephenson, Donald 943
20493 Stepp, Jimmy R. 752
20506 Stewart, Ernest W 63 01
20516 Stewart, Ralph r 13 24
20518 Stewart, Ralph   93.81
20519 Stewart, Ithlph C . 87.90
18840 Retirement Acres
18864 Rhodes, Charles
18886 Richardson, Dennis B.
18892 Richardson, Ralph R. & Jewell
19099 Robinson, Elmer D.
20520 Stewart, Ralph C. Jr  144.54
20522 Stewart, Reginald 626
20579 Stone, Dorothy 7  52
20595 Stone, Joe Pat .  122.08
20599 Stone, Rex 64.26
20614 Storts, George R 30.31
20688 Stull, Walter E. 
20724 Sullivan, Mrs. Gwen ...............
20725 Sullivan, John & Jacquelyn Michicich
20738 Sutt, Billie J
20749 Sweetwater Lake Inc
20760 Swindall, William H 
20814 Tancrede, SGT Donald T  1.3.85
20889 Taylor, Robert Bacon 56.88
20961 Thomas, Kenneth W 175.86
20977 Thomas, Raymond A 691
20993 Thompson, Billy( 65.12. _
20996 Thompson, Charles E. ............. 24.93









21013 Thompson George W
21058 Thornpson*Williarn E. .. ,
21126 Thorton, Joseph 8  17
21165 Tibbs, Louie E 785
21192 Tidwell, Rodney T. 
21224 TICA CZ Joseph M
21234 Todd, Calvin 
21236 Todd, Calvin C 
21268 Tolley, Samuel T
21269 Tolley, Samuel T
21331 Trernblay, Riohard & Sharon 
21336 Trent, Phillip E 
21346 Tri Way Oils Inc. 
21355 Trimble, Millie F  : 
,21364 Trosper, John R.
oat, 21367 Trotter, John D 
21426 Tucker, Neal A. 
21+42 Tumilowics, Mike 
21447 Turley, Daythel A 
21495 Turrier, Ray
21595 Utterback, A. W. Jr. 
8  17


















21613 Van Atwerp, J. Spericer '''  96.21
21627 VanCe, Jerry 24.56
21642 Vanderhoff, Thomas M. 8  17
21659 Vaughn, Harlon D. 10.07
21663 Vaughn, Jerry ',,., 220.89,
21709 Vidmer, Stephen D.• ',,,  64.19
21729 Waddle, Billy R 8  17
21781 'Walker, Earl R.  11.33




21870 Waller, Tommy H. & Nancy 6  11
21906 Walters, Joel W N. 6  26
21980 Washburn, Louis H 130.48
22032 Watson, Doris E 
22058 Watts, William 
" ; 10.51
N 7  52
.  • var ..... se<
22206 Wheeler, Oynaill J.  
. 
,6.91
22207 Wheeler, Oynaul J. 7,52
22248 White, Jimmy 28.36
22321 Wilcox, T. C. ft Reuben 30.31
t id (I Wilkinson, Charlie B, • $81
22397 Williams, Charles 21.68
22400 Williams, Charles B. 23.98
22430 Williams, Gerald K 10.07
22523 Williamson, J. C. Jr:- . 626
22621 Wilson, JamesE 626
22686 Winarski, John W 11.26
22687 Winarski, Tammy Yvonne 594
22726 Winter, Charles W, 11.97
22730 Winter, Paul 881
22764 Wolf, Carl E. Jr .......... . . . 6:83122.208.. 97
221122 Woods, Wayne E  
81
22765 Wolf, Milton W 
22821 Woods, Wayne 
22823 Woods, Wavne 123.66
22824 Woods, Wayne E  12.59
22815 Woods, Wayne E 8  17
22905 Wyatt, Glen E. 
213
2.3086 ZintUra, Samuel 
1,249.;
22973 Yopp, John L 
• • •  ••
?3050 Zanetta, Richard 
144 
HARRIGAN
even worse, every American citizen is
being subjected' to subtle forms of
larceny and death by ruthless
regulators.
When thieves break in and rob your
home this is a criminal offense. What
was it when the Interstate Commerce
Commission regulated 60 per cent- (if
our Eastern railroads into bankruptcy,
confiscating the hard earned savings of
countless frugal Americans? These
investors placed their savings in the
safe keeping of these companies only to
have them regulated out of business by
bureaucrats. The I. C. C. and its of-
ficers were neither held liable nor
brought to justice, and the government
laughed all the way to the bankruptcies.
We see the same pattern emerging
in the airlines. More than one half
million Americans who own these
companies have invested their savings
in the managements of these concerns.
The C.A.B. and its commissioners have
usurped the prerogatives of
management, failed to meet their own
meager guidelines for profits in 14 of
the past 15 years, brought at least three
airlines to the brink of bankruptcy, and
seriously injured the rest. ,How much
longer will we permit these people
set themselves above the laws, of the
land? What liability have Congressmen'
who witness this and do nothing?"
These comments by Henry L. Scutt
clearly indicate that he is an articulate
advocate for a very large group of
forgotten Americans-those who are
shareholders in productive enterprises.
These Americans should be encouraged
to organize and to speak out on the
issues affecting productive citizens.
Their views are entitled to con
sIderation bi6line They have a
tremendous stake in America. ,




On behalf of myself and the entire
Murray State University ROTC
Department, I would like to express our
most sincere gratitude for the
assistance your organization provided
in recovering.the field radio that was
stolen from us on March 23, 1976.
I am absolutely convinced that the
person or persons responsible for the
theft returned the radio when they
realized, through your publicizing the
severity of the incident, the possible
repercussions that might ensuue.
Your kind assistance and cooperation




Protestor of Military Science
Bible
Thought
He that hath an ear, let him
hear what the Spirit saith unto the
churches; lie that overcometh shall
not he hurt by the second death.
Revelation 2:11.
The Holy Spirit is speaking to us
today. He speaks through hunger,
"Feed me!"; through povertg, "Help
me!"; through loneliness,' "Visit
me!".
OPINION PAGE
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111EARTIIN
REARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems-
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HlEARTLINE, 6614 N.
Main St.,, Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies.
The most useful replies will be printed
In this column.
Heartline: I have heard that
President Ford made some new
proposals for the Medicare program
concerning coverage in a hospital. Can
you tell me something about this?-
T.F.R.
Answer: ,The proposal by President
Ford would place a $500 limit on the
amount of money any Medicare patient
would have to pay for covered hospital
services in any year. This proposal
would prctect the elderly against the
cost of a long "catastrophic" illness
better than the present Medicare
program. Yet it would require
Medicare patients to pay more money
for short term hospital stays.
Under the President's new proposal,
, a. Medicare patient pays the  first $104 
10 Years Ago
Miss Pamela Garland, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Eurie Garland, has been
selected as the Ledger & Times "Miss
Spring '66" for this year.
The Beaux Arts Trio of New York will
be in Murray tomorrow night for the
final presentation of the current Civic
Music Association series.
Improvement projects for the Squire
Workman and New Hope Roads in
Calloway_ County have born approved
by the Kentucky Highway Department.
Mrs. Orla Smith of Murray Route
Three died yesterday at the Murrg:
Calloway County Hospital. _
Births reported include a girl,
Tamara Kaye, to Mr. and Mrs. Stephen
R. Trees on April 2.
Margaret Brandon, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James W. Brandon, has been
named to the honor roll at Freed-
Hardeman College, Henderson, Term
20 Years Ago
Chester Reeder, president of the
Kirksey High School FFA, presided at
the Kirksey FFA Father-Son Banquet
held at the Murray Woman's Club
House on April 3.
The Murray Training School Chapter
of the Future Homemakers of America
will be host for the spring district
meeting on April 7.
Births reported include a boy, Tony
Farley, to Mr. and Mrs. Fred ,Farley
Gardner on March 23.
Beginning this week, the three
banks-Dees Bank of Hazel, Bank of
Murray, and Peoples Bank-will be
closed each Thursday afternoon. -'
Showing at the Murray Drive In
Theatre is "My Sister Eileen- starring
Janet Leigh, Jack Lemmons, and Betty
Garrett.
Isn't It The Truth
• •
No thinking person can honestly fault
man, a reasoning animal, for not being
reasonable. Since the beginning of the
world, oceans of tears have been shed
for those and by those who lost
everything because somebody per-
suaded them to listen to reason.
and then 10 per cent of actual hospital
charges until the patient has paid $500.
This proposal would remove all limits
on the use of hospital and skilled nur-
sing home services.
Under the present Medicare plan a
patient pays the first $104 and then
nothing out of his own pocket through
the 60th day, From the 61st day to the
90th day a patient mus, pay $26 a day. If
a patient requires mo:-e than 90 days
care, he or she may then use their 60-
day lifetime reserve. During this 60-day
period a patient must pay $52 per day.
Once the patient uses any day of his or
her lifetime reserve, it is shortened by
the number of days used.
In comparing the new proposals
against the present program, a
Medicare patient will pay less money
out of his own pocket under the present
program until he has been in the
hospital at least 75 days For long,
drawn-out illnesses whch would
require a hospital stay in excess of 75
days, the President's new proposal
offers snore protection.-- -
For a 10-day stay in the hospital, the
-present Medicare_p_r_ogram would
require the patient to pay only $104
while the President's proposal would
require the patient to pay $109 plus 10
per cent of the actual hospital charges
every day after the first day.
In short, the President's new pro.
posal on Medicare hospital 4n.surance
will protect the elderly much better if
they are unlucky enough to need long
extended hospital care. Hov-
not nearly as protective for
who goes into the hospital for a very'
short stay.
For your free leaflet, -How Heartline
can, Help You," address a long en-
'velope to yourself, put 13 cents postage
on it and enclose it in an envelope ad-
dressed to Heartline, Box 4994, Des
Moines, Iowa 50306.
For a personal reply to your
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now being used to treat -citetain
eye tumors (retinoblastomasi
successfully with preservation of
useful vision. These tumors far-
req. lured enucleation of
the erball, with all the asa0C1-
ated effects of the complete km
of the eye' Sometimes the malig-
nancies appear in each eye, and
treatment leads to complete
ness
ye tumors are on the in,
-,eie for some unexplained
+son, and the present inci-
' ".'e isestimated at one of
'se tumors is 111.000 birtta." -
'se retinal maliginaocies
velop mnst often in children.
Pecially during the first two
r ars of life. .1.-!
cancer arises in the cells
• retina, isually in the back
.it the insideOf the eye.
!tigh the tumor may extend
torwarri nihe tront of the eye-
'ball some 'i a occur 115
families v.,o• ,cridency Mime
average t ! f' hLS IIIMOr A
Bs FJ L Blasuigame, M D
ret irathla,divna in the scrond eye
)1 the same twrson appears
more often in which occurs
in these familic cver, most
ca_ses arisevipe. , .:•, c in the
general populahon
The new nonsurgical treat
merit cc radiation It is controlled
in amourg to lull out the carver
re115 hilt directed at it will not
damage unaffected parts of the
guilt as the lens. which cc
shielded
This radiation therapy'. re-
ported in a recent issue of the
Journal of the American Medi-
cal ,Association. was carried out
by a team of physicians, headed
by r-adiation therapist
Hornayoon Studnia. M.D.. at the
Indiana University School of
Medicine
The team has treated 20cases
of retinoblastorna since 14,7 S11
cases curs iced Of the ,ti+
hents. 24 retained te,fli. .ion.
according to the report ,a this
work Unforttriatelr 17 of these
patients had advanced lesioils
reqtured removal of the
affected eye The remaining II
patients received medication
along with rther forms of non-
surgical therapy In 10 of them.
the tumors were successfully
controlled, the 11th head a recur-
rence and eventually required
surgery
These results point up the ad-
vantage of early diagnosis of an
eye tumor These earlier cases
have a better outlook for control
and cure by nonsurgical
measures and a better chance of
preservation of useful vision.
These henefits gain even mare
significance since meat of the
cases ocrur in children who
otherwise have a long life expec-
tancy Having vision makes a
great difference in the quality of
their lives and in their chances
for gainful employment
Mr% It; warts to know
whetber a young woman who
has had kidney failure, followed
by a successful kidney
transplant. can tolerate a preg-
nancy
A A few women have had a
pregnancy after a kidney
transplant, however. pregna rr y
places added burdens on the kid
neys Pregnancy in such case_s
will almost always carry risks
above normal The tolerance of
a pregnancy by a woman who
has had a successful trarispLant
must he individually evaluated
hy• a physician who is familiar
with her case
Q Mr MS asks few an esti
mate of amounts saved in
educating and training a mild to
moderakely retarded person
A According to the Presi-
dent's Committee on Mental
Reta rd ataxy, the economic im-
pact is significant and favorable
The earnings of a mrldly
retarded irwlivxtiial 'an amount
to more than 12 times the oat of
his training In addrtion the
quality of his living is improves')
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AN UNUSUAL SCENE-Mike Kees (extreme right) leans into the
to Kee) in the 100-yard dash. Taking third place for Murray was
and by the nickname, you can guess which one is "Little Joe."
/0,0
tape to nip Bert Jacobs (next
Stanford ''Little Joe" Patrick
Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
Racer Women Netters
Win Weekend Tourney
By Patsy J. Beauchamp
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
It only takes one point to
win. Anybody will tell you
that. Especially Coach Nita
Head and the Murray State
_women's tennis team.
In Murray State's first




by One point 66-65,10 capture




Western won five of seven
singles positions while Murray'
won the other two positions.
Sandy Macovik took the
number three position with a
2-6, 7-5, 6-2 win over Western's
Tootie Hayes.
Hayes_is the- current state
'champion at the number three
position. _
At the number six position,
Murray's Lynn Martin
defeated Debbie Barnett of
David Lipscomb College 6-4,6-
3.
MSU was runner-up to WKU
''in the other five singles as
follows:
No. 1 - Katy Strozdas WKU
def. Karen Wis 4-6, 7-5,6-2. No.
2- Shelly- Fredlake WKU def.
Sindy MacoVik 6-4, 6-2. No. 4-
Daphane Langridge KKU def.
Ann Ress 7-6, 6-0. No. 5 -
Suzanne Johnson WKU def.
Linda Spellman 6-2, 63.
In the doubles competition,
which was Murray's up-
coming and Western's
ttenenfa It, the lady netters won
the number two and three
positions.
Western's duo of Strozdas
and Fredlake defeated the




number two slot, defeating
Western's- Johnson land _
Candridg(6, 6-4, 6-1.
Lynn Martin made it a
perfect tournament for herself
as the freshman teaniqd with
Ana Hess to defeafrGraig-
Miller of David Lipscomb 6-3,
7-5 to captftre the number
three position.
Martin and Ress knocked
out WKU's Hayes and Becky
Hunter in the first round of the
doubles which was the turning
point for Murray's path to an
overall victory.
David Lipscomb College
took third place with 36 points
followed by Middle Tennessee
Geiberger Disappoints
Fans By Taking Tourney
By BOB GREEN
. AP Golf Writer
GREENSBORO, N.C. (AP)
- "I knew I was in trouble on
the eighth hole," a weary Al
Geiberger said. "When I 
missed the-green, the gallery
cheered." •
"It was a siampede," his
pretty wife, . Lynn, said. "I
couldn't see anything. After a
while I just came in and
watched on TV.-
_ "The way the gallery was
acting, I felt like I was .one
shot behind instead of one
ahead,' Geiberger said. "I
had to stop and have a little
talk, with myself, say, 'Hey,
you're one in front with four to
play; just go on and take it
home" -
fic did.
It was a disappointment to
thc jostling, unruly, beer-
drinking, loudly pro-Lee
Trevino, gallery, but
Geiberger brought home a
two-stroke victory Sunday in
the Greater Greensboro Open.
He turned - back the bid of
Trevino with a two-iron shot
that n.,ssed by a couple of
inches of being a hole in one.
"Wouldn't that have been
ornething?" Lynn asked. "If
he'd made it, they wouldn't




Stan Watts, who holds the
record fOr the longest field
goal ih Murray State football
history, is going home.
Watts, a graduate of Fulton
County High School, has been
hired as head football coach ti5
replace Jim Whitby who
resigned as football coach at
Pillion County.
The announcement . was
made today by Fulton County
superintendant Harold
Garrison.
- Watts, whose last year at
Murray was the 1971 season.
once kicked, a 58-yard field
goal against Western Ken-
tucky. - -
month. I know the gallery is
always .for the underdog and
that Lee is a real personality,
but this was a little Much."
-That's golf," the quiet
tieiberger said, then flashed a
gentle, shy, boyish smile. "I
had some fans out there. They
were the quiet ones. His were
the noisy ones,."
The noisy ones were all but
silenced by the magnificent
shot on the 217-yard, par-three
16th hole. Geiberger had a
one-stroke lead at that point,
and on-rushing Trevino
having chopped four shots off
his once-commanding lead,
and was making a determined
charge.
The ball trickled past the
cup, a couple of inches to the
right, and stopped a few feet
away. Trevino had to work
hard to save par and
Geiberger rolled in the birdie
putt. It put him two in front
with two holes to play and it
was all but over. ,
"Lee really put a round to
me," said the skinny, 38-year-
old veteran who turned his
career around 18 months ago
with a victory in the Sahara
Open. "I'm. real proud of the
way I made the clutch putts."
Geiberger had a three-
under-par 68 and a 72-hole
total o 268, matching the best
of the year on the pro tour and.
16-under-par on the hilly,
pinecovered Sedgefield
Country Club course.
Trevino started the final
round five shots back, moved
to within one, but couldn't get
closer over thelast few holes.
He had a six-under-par 65 and
a 270 total, his best per-
formance of the year.
Veteran Miller Barber took
third place with a 67 and a 271
total_Rookie George Burns, a
new father, and U.S. Open
(hampton Lou Graham were
at 273. Graham had a 67,
Burns a 66. Tom Weiskopf, the
1975 Greensboro champion,
Eddie Pearce and Bob Menne
finished at 274. Pearce had a
65, Menne and Weiskopf 69s.
The victory was worth
MOO from the total purse of
$230,000 to Geiberger and
pushed his earnings for the
year to $68,084.
with 28.
U T- M a rt-itir-- Belmont
College, Martin College and
Austin Peay took fifth, sixth,
seventh and eight place
respectively.
The lady netters will be
traveling to, Columbus,
Missiissippi, for the Southern
Collegiate Tournament April
840.
'(2Lia_tAiLtis:ERPTNEs) Griffith, Turner Head
PORTS AP's All-State Team
Felicia Pinner Stars
n Weekend Track Meet
Led by the outstanding performances of sophomore
sprinter Felicia Pinnqr, the Calloway County girls' track
team placed sixth out of a field of 11 at the Paducah Tilgh-
man Invitational Saturday.
Tilghman won the meet with 72 points while Owensboro
Apollo was second with 47,-2. Other team scores were:
Henderson-County 36;Owensboro Senior 28, Cape Central
21, Calloway County 144'2, Mounds Meridian 6, Providence
6, Daviess County 5, Charleston, Mo., 3, and Marshall
County 1?
Pinner, who finished secOnd last Year in the 440-yard
dahs in the State Meet, won the 440 at Tilghman Saturday
with an outstanding 60.9.
In the preliminaries44Anis siocked in 59.2, which bet-
ters the track record.
Pinner was second in the 220 with a 26.2, finishing
behind freshman sensation Lynn Maxwell of Tilghman
who was clocked in 25.7. Maxwell could well wind up run-
ning for the Unites States Olympic team.
The Lakers girls took fourth in two relay races.
In the 880-relay„ Calloway we's fourth with a 1:54.9 as
Clara Cole, Diana Lapirence, Donna Adams and Ellen
Mahan ran legs. In the 980-medley relay, the Lakers
were fourth in 2:02.3 with Cole, Lawrence, Sandy Bibb and
Mahan running the legs.
The only other place for the Lakers came in the 100-yard
dash where Cole recorded a 12.5 for fifth place.
The regular season will open for the Laker girls and
boys Tuesday when they are at Mayfield for a triangular
meet with the hosts and Heath.
1
A STEP BEHIND - Sylvester Onyekwe of the Racers hands the 'titan off to Dennis Mabbitt for---
the third leg of the mile relay. Mabbitt was behind when he took the baton but wound up ahead
after his quarter-mile sprint and then Bert Jacobs anchored the team to a win.




ranked as the 12th best track
team in the nation, proved
worthy of its lofty position
Saturday as the Salukis
romped to first place in a
triangular meet in Stewart
Stadium.
The. Salukis amassed 90
points while Western Ken-
tucky was a distant second
with 54 and host MurrayState
was last with 34 points.
Murray's lone win came in
the 220-yard dash where Bert
Jacobs won with a 21.4, easily
winning over second-place
Winston Brown of Western
who crossed in 21.8.
Murray also won both relay
racer: The 440-relay team of
Stanford Patrick, Jacobs,
Norman Simms and Patmare
Chatham won in 41.6 while the
mile-relay team of Sylvester
Onyekwe, Dennis Mabbitt,
Lester Flax and Jacobs won in
3:13.6.
Jacobs lost in the 100-yard
dash. Mike Kee of SIC
recorded a 9.5 to win while
Jacobs was second in 9.6 while
Pdtrick was third in the same
time. •
Lester i Flax ran a 48.9 and
was third in the 440-yard dash.
Martyn Brewer of the Racers
was third in the mile-run with
a 4:12.2. Tony Staynings of
Wiern won the mile in
4:06.9.
In the three-mile run, Brian
Rutter was fourth with a
14:31.7. Western's Chris
Ridler destroyed the field,
winning in 13:38.5.
In the field events, Patmore
Chatham was second in the
long jump with a 24-01/2 while
in the triple jump, Murray got
two places. Chatham was
second with an effort of 49-3
while Kevin Caines was third
with a 48-334.
The Racer track team will
be at the Dogwood Relays in
Knoxville this weekend.
Racer Netters Sport
7-5 Mark For Season
The Murray State men's
tennis team has returned
home with a 7-5 record after
spending spring break on the
road.
Murray defeated
Mississippi State last Tuesday'
, then headed north for Illinois.
Last Thursday, the Racers
lost to the , University of
Illinois. Murfay won the first
three singles matches then
proceeded to lose the next
three and all three doubles
Wins Crown
WARWICK, R.I-. (AP) The
Ecorse team has given
Michigan its third straight
National Bantam Hockey
crown with an 8-2 trouncing of
Burlington, Mass.
The Michigan team-scored
seven times in the first two
periods Sunday, with Todd
Gardiner and Sam Mikitaroff
each scoring twice. .
Burlington saved itself from
a shutout with third, period
goals by Robert Tomkins and
Ben Poznicki.
matches in falling 6-3 to the
Illini. •
Mikko Horsma won his
number one singles in straight
sets, defeating Glenn Hum-
mell 7-6 and 6-3. At number
two, Mike Owen won in
straight sets over Webb Bayne
6-3 and 6-4 and' at number
three, Roger Westfall won in
split sets, winning 6-7, 7-5 and
7-6 over Bruce Franks.
But Tom Lie, Del Purcell
and Jeff Leeper all lost their
singles matches in straight
sets then all three doubles
teams lost for the Racers.
On Friday, Murray lost 7-2
to Indiana State with Owen at
number two and Purcell at
number four getting the lone
wins. Horsma, at number une,
fell 3-6, 6-2 and 5-7 to Curt
Williams of the Sycamores.
Owen won 5-7, 6-1 and 6-3
over Bill James while Purcell
won 6-I and 6-2 over Greg
Griffey.
Also on Friday, the Racers
trounced Illinois State 7-2
Horsma won in straight sets at
number one. Owen won at
number two, Westfall at four
and Leeper at six. In the
doubles, Murray had a sweep.
On Saturday, Murray Itist 5-
4 to Miami of Ohin. Horsma,
Owen, and Purcell all won
singles matches. The only
doubles win for Murray came
at number three where Lie
and Leeper won in split sets
Murray salvaged a win
before leaving for home as the
Racers defeated Bradley 6-3
Saturday.
Horsma, Owen, Purcell and
Leeper all won singles mat
ches while Horsma-Owen and
Lie-Leeper won in the doubles.
The Racers are at Bowling
Green Tuesday for a dual




- Mike Kopernick's homer
and Tom Nigro's pitching
helped Massachusetts wallop





Darrell Griffith, whose 24-
point a game scoring average
wasn't enough to help
Louisville Male- repeat as
state champions, still gar-
nered enough votes to grab the
top spot on The Associated
Press High School All-State
basketball tetuti.-
The first team, selected by
sports writers and broad-











the second team, which also
tent. - County into the state tour-
Stephens, the slim shar- patnent and showed the
pshooter who averaged 35.6 -crowds there that he is as good
points this season, wasted a's his ,press clippings. He
little time after a brief state shored 28 against Owensboro
tournament appearance in Arpollo, 24 against Paducah
signing with the University of Tilghman and 18 in a semifinal
Kentucky. Stephens made no
secret of the fact that he
wanted to play at Kentucky
and even turned down trips to
other schools.
Stephens completed his
career, which included 3,200
points, with a brilliant 32-point
effort in a 75-60 loss _ to
Paducah Tilghman in a first
round game of the state
tournament.
of Owensboro Apollo; Curtis 
included 6-foot-11 Tom Wendt
and averaged 24 points and 14
Parker of Christian County;
rebounds a game as a senior.
_
Jeff Lamp-4--Lotnaville- Perhaps 
indicative of his
'
Ballard; and Mike Deaton of 
Tu iers— raiVidifal_
scoring high of 40 points was
accomplished against
Richmond Madison when
Griffith was sidelined with an
ankle injury.
Jackson averaged 22 points,
seven rebounds and six assists
a game for Bryan Station,
which missed out on a trip to
the state tournament by losing
to 'Lexington Henry Clay in
„district play. Jackson was at
his best -against Henry ClaY,
averaging 27.8 four games 
this year.
Chambers, the outside'
shooting member of a brother
combination, led Shelby
Green County.
Griffith averaged 24.3 points
and 13.8 rebounds a game his
senior year, capping a career
in which he scored 2,187
points. At least one national
magazine has called Griffith
the best high school player in
the ;country and college
recruiters, judging by the line
at his door, must think he's
something special.
It has been all but conceded
for the past two seasons that
Griffith and Turner would
enroll at the University of
Louisville, although neither
has yet signed a letter of in-
Brian Taylor Gets 40
Turner, somewhat
overshadowed by Griffith - in
conversation, it's always
"Griffith and Turner" • -
collected 2,030 career points
As Nets-Romp--Squires
By The Associated Press -
Brian Taylor, the New York
Nets sure-handed guard,
hasn't had much time to worry
abinit -- the - American
Basketball Association
playoffs of late.
While his teammates were
birs'y elinching second place in
the ABA, Taylor has been
busy recovering from a string  
of misfortunes. In order,
Taylor has been in a serious
auto accident, had a bad case
of flu and been involved in a
second, less serious, auto
accident.
"I still think I'm lucky to be
alive,- he said.
Taylor is trying to get
himself in shape for the
playoffs, and who better to
practice against than the
hapIess-.. -Virginia Squiree-
While Nets Coach Kevin
Loughery rested his other
regulars, Taylor played all but
56 seconds of Sunday's 136-103
rout of the Squires and
responded with a career-high
40 points.
Elsewhere in the ABA
Sunday, it was Kentucky 106,
St. -Louis 105 in overtime and
Denver 140, Indiana 134.
The Nets sank-15 of 20 field
goal attempts in the first
quarter to take a 38-27 lead
and then Loughery gave his
starters, except for Taylor,
the rest of the day off. Taylor
hit eight of nine shots from the
field in the second period as
New York built a 73-48 ad-
vantage and then coasted
home. Taylor added seven
assists, five rebounds and four
steals to his 40 poin. '•
It was,the 31st straight loss
for the Squires on the road, an
ABA record.
loss to eventual champion
Ecimonson County.
Darrell Griffith, Lou. Male 6-4Sr Tin;
Stephens, McCreary Co. 6-4Sr Bobbv
Turner, Lou Male 6-4Sr. Anition
Jackson, Bryan Station 6-1Sr. Vinia
Chambers, Shelby Co. 6-,SSr
Durand Macklin, Lou. Shawnee 6-6S'r.,
Tona Wendt, O'boro Apollo 6-I 1St. Curti .
Parker. Christian Co. 6-2Jr, Jeff Lamp,
Lou. Ballard 6-5Jr, Mike Deaton, Green
Co. 6-1St.
Tim Allred, Symsoma; Ricky Arnold.
Clay Co.; Dave Baird, Franklin Sim-
pson, Al Blevirts, Mt. Sterling; Jim
Bloomfield, Lewis 03.; Clinton Britt.
Warren East; Kyle Brooks, Richmond
Madison; Steve Ca.uley, Lewtsburg,
John Clapp, Milan; Billy Custard.
Harrison Co.; Dennis Custard, Harrison
Co.; Kenny Daugherty, Ohio Co.; Terry
Eddrington, Lincoln Co.; Andy Elliott,
Fancy Farm; Jim Ferguson, Elhot Co.;
Mike Flint, Sedalia; Terry Gates, Lou.
-Ballard; Randy Harnpto ,
Elizabethtown; Dan haney, .ex.
Catholic; Jim Harkins, As : Dun-
can Hill, Lou. Central; Wa Howard,
Paris; Don Hubbard, ield; Charlie
Jackson, Pleasure e Park; Bruce
Jones, Bath Co.; ..-rt Jones, Shelby
Co.; Don Moore, Le. Henry Clay; Chris
Nickels, O 106 , ntgomery Co.; BruceM
011iges, u. Si. Xavier; Mark Pace,
14
East ardin; Dinky Phipps, Bar-
bourville; Lae Raker, Loll. Ballard; Phil
Rich, Edmonson Co.; Gene Roof,
Paducah St. Mary; Doug Schloemer,
Covington Holmes; Jack Skaggs,
Greenup Co.; Joey Silvers, Montics110:„
Raymond Sims, Murray; Billy Thotnas,
LeX. Henry Clay; Stott Turner, Hazard:
Rick Waller, Boone County; Darrell
Willett, Henderson Co., Jeff Wilson,
Bath Co.; Jack Wireman, Johnson Cert-













Thorobred Flying Service, Inc.
Murray Calloway County Airport
FAA Certificate No. 13-50-46
Provides at travel, with twin engine safety, to these and any
other cities vi the !Jolted gliste!. We con take you on a shop
pingjbusinessipleasure trip or get you to a maw airport to make
coonections.
How's this for saving time...
FLY TO
Memphis, Mondays in less than 1 hour travel time.
Chicago, Tuesdays in less than 3 hours travel time.
Frankfort, Wednesdkrs in less than 2 hours travel
time. (Lexington & Louisville area)
Nashville, Fridays in less than 1 hour travel time
Per person rates con he as little as MEMPHIS $27.80; CHICAGO"
- $66.50, FRANKFORT 54I.50; HASPIVIllf $25.00
Just Call Us





We may be great with customers, but we're
tough on ourselves.
l' 'ill do more to make sure your
clothes coma back really clean with that
like-new feel. We'll remove those spots and
stains. Get out that deep-down, unseen dirt.
Make colors brighter. And roll lapels.
We don't forget the little things either
like replacing missing or broken buttons.
Eliminating double creases. Unsticking stuck-
zippers. Sewing loose hems. And leaving
linings wrinkle-free.
If we didn't maintain the highest
standards in the drycleaning business we
wouldn't qualify to be a
Sanitone drycleaner.
After all, when you
look good, we look good
Come see us now
Sandone
Cc-NW 14osirr asidtare-r
'Yen' r, 'A it;
BOONE'
Laundry & (leaners
"The Cleaners Interested In You"
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state tour-
owed the




























































THERE'S A HIT - John Siemanowski of Murray State gets some wood on the ball and drills it in-
to leftfield. In the corner of We picture is Murray assistant coach Bill Solomon who directs the
traffic from his box on the/hird base line.
. Staff Photos by Milip trondonI
men's Track Team
Wins At Carbondale
The Murray State women's
track team turned in one of its
best efforts of the season
Saturday to win the Southern
Illinois University Invitational
at Carbondale.
Murray rolled up 85,1 points
while the host Salukis were
second with 65. Other scores
included Illinois State 531/2,
Memphis State 28, Principia
College 6 and Bradley
University 1. ...
The first event on the day
was the 400-meter hurdles
where Carol Schafer took a a
fourth in 71.8. In the 880-yard
dash, Kathy Schafer was third
i:n 2:28.8.
Joan Weber had a personal
best of 61.4 to take fourth in
the 440-yard dash.
Murray grabbed two Places
in the two-mile run as Camille
Baker was first with 12:30
while Martha Luckett was
fourth with a 14:22.
In the 100-meter hurdles,
Karen Wilson easily won first
place with a 15.4 while Judy
Duncan was fourth in 17.3.
Murray had three places in
the 100-yard dash where Judy
Morton, won in 11.5 .. Karen
Wilson was second in 11.8 and. ' join the Old Westbury Golf and
Susan McFarland third in 12.0. Country Club teaching staff
In the mile-run, Baker made after the Masters Tour-
nament, Golf Director Ben




AP) — An Australian tennis
team will visit China from
May 27 to June 5, the Foreign
Affairs Department an-
nounced in a statement today.
The'team, organized by_the_
Australian Lawn Tennis
Association, will consist of





High school baseball ,action
will kick off Tuesday as
Murray High opens its season
with a single contest at.
Caldwell County.
Then on Wednesday,
Calloway County will open its
season with a three-game




Also Friday, Murray High
will be in action as they play at
Lone Oak.
it a double win on the day by
taking first with a personal
best of 5:57.2. Teammate
Sandy Sims was fourth with a
personal best of 6:01.5 while
Jewell Hayes was fifth with a
6:28.3.
McFarland was second in
the 220-yard dash with a 26.4
while Kathy Kuegel was fifth
in 28.0. In the three-mile run,
Glenda Calabro was third with
a 20:32.
Murray won two of the three
relays. In the 440-relay, the
.Racer women were first in
50.5 with Karen Wilson, Lee
Stokely, McFarland and
Morton running the legs. •
In the two-mile relay,
Murray won with a 10:41.5
with Sims, Brenda Bennett,
Hayes and Jana Jones all
running legs.
Murray State—bad a new
school record'iA the mile relay
but wound up in second place
with a 4:10.8. Running legs
were Jackie Anderson, Kathy
To Join Staff
SEBRING, Fla. AP —
Doug Ford, former U.S. Open
and. Masters champion, will
Wimbledon
current captain of the
Australian Davis Cup team;
veteran Ken w 11; Mal
Anderson, and two, leading
junior women layess whose














This amazing Arnicti tells the time and date
and turns into a stopwatch at the touch
of a button. When functioning as a 
stopwatch
it indicates minutes', seconds,,1 /10 
second,
elapsed time and lap time with
simultaneous timekeeping. Come see flow
this extraordinary watch works.Seiko 
Quarts ea
SEIKO
Schafer,' - Joan Weber and
Carol Schafer.
In the field events, Beverly
Parrish was second with a
personal best of 35-1 in the shot
put while Kim Coates was
third with a personal best of
34-61/2.
Glenda Rudolph had a
personal best of 4-10 and tied
for fifth in the high jump.
The Racer women swept
three places in the long jump
with Kathy Kuegel winning in
17-31/2 while McFarland was
second with 17-01/2 and An-
derson third with a 16-617.
Sue Sewing won the javelin
with a throw of 121-10 while
Linda Rudolph was second
with a 111-10. In the discus,
Sewing was second with an
effort of 108-33a while Coates
was fifth with a 103-0.
The Racer women will be at
Bowling Green for a dual meet
with Western Wednesday.
This coming Saturday, the
women will host the Murray
State Invitational with field
events beginning at 9 a.m. and
track events at 10 a.m.
Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
GOLF
GREENSBORO, N.C. — Al
Geiberger turned back a late
rush by Lee Trevino with a
three-under-par 68 and won
the Greater Greensboro Open
by two strokes.
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. —
Judy Rankin charged from the
pack and beat Betty Burfeindt
by two strokes to win the
$200,000 Dinah Shore Winner's
Circle Golf Championship




Running back Calvin Hill, who
played six years with the
Dallas Cowboys before
defecting to Hawaii of the
World Football League,
signed a multi-year contract




— The New York Yankees
withdrew their claim to Andy
Messersmith after a week of
negotiations were held to clear
the free-agent pitcher from a
-written agreement to sign"
submitted to the Yankees.
TENNIS ..........-
PHILADELPHIA —Evonne
Goola gong upset top-seeded




Paulo Bertolucci of Italy beat
Jun Kuki of Japan 6-1, 3-6, 6-1,
7-5 in a 21/2 hour match and
won the European Spring
Circuit Tennis Tournament,
CARACAS, Venezuela
Raul Ramirez upset second-
seeded Illie Nastase 6-3, 6-4
Western Falls Twice Saturday As Does Purdue
!Breds Win String Now
15 Games,26-5 On Year
by MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
Playing for the Murray'
State Igiseball team is fun.
Just ask anybody on the club.
What can lie more fun than
winning a double header at
Western Kentucky? Or what
can be more fun than winning
a doubleheader from Purdue,
the team that broke the
Thoroughbreds' 22-game
winning streak last year?
All of the fun took place this
weekend. At Bowling Green
Saturday, the 'Bred.s won a
pair from Western, winning 5-
2 in the opening game while in
the second contest, Mike
Roberts hurled four-hit ball as
Murray won 4-0.
Then on Sunday, Murray
went eight innings before
beating Purdue 4-3 and in the
nightcap, Fritz Petersen
allowed just two hits as the
'Breds streteched their
winning streak to 15 games by
slamming Purdue 7-0.
Murray started the season
losing three of its first four
games. Since then, the 'Breds
have been unbeatable.
They've won 25 of their last 27
contests, 15 in a row, and now
Sport a 26-5 mark for the
season.
Perhaps the most im-
pressive thing is that in the
Past six games, Murray pit-
ching has given up only five
runs.
In the first contest against
Western, sophomore
righthander Mark Wezet went
the first five innings and gave
way' to .Terry Brown. Wezet
gave up one run and five,,tip
in gaining his third win in four
decisions.
Murray scored a single run
in the first then added two in
the fourth as Stan Geisler
doubled home both runs.
The 'Breds added two more
runs in the sixth while
Western scored lone tallies in
the fifth and seventh frames.
In the second • game
Saturday, Roberts fanned four
men and walked only one in
going the distance to post the
4-0 win. It was the third vic-
tory' in s many decisions for
the Evansville southpaw.
Murray came up with three
runs in the top of the sixth to
break a scoreless deadlock.
Jack Perconte opened the
inning with an infield single.
After two men were out,
catcher Gene Steuber walked
and Robin Courtney followed
with a run-scoring single,
giving the 'Breds a 1-0 lead.
Terry Brown and Geisler each
followed with singles, ac-
counting for the other two runs
in the inning.
Murray added a final in-
surance run in the seventh as
Steuber had an RBI single.
In the opening game against
Purdue Sunday, Greg Cruse
allowed three runs in the first
inning then settled down to
throw shutout ball for the next
seven as Murray took 4-3 win
in extra innings.
Cruse, a sophomore south-
paw from Goreville, Ill., had
nine strikeouts in the contest
but gave up seven walks.
Perconte walked with one
out in the third and took
second when the Purdue
pitcher threw away an at-
tempted pickoff. With two out,
Gullett Gets Bombed As Do
Cardinals By Chisox, 18-1
By HERSCHELNISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
When Houston and Cin-
cinnati open the National
League season Thursday, J.R.
Richard, who Was to have
been on the Astros' bench, will
be on the mound and Don
Gullett, who was to have been




Sunday when Richard hurled
six innings of one-hit ball in
the Astros' 3-0 Victory over the
Minnesota Twins while Gullett
was bombed for nine runs and
as many hip ii!, just four in-
nings of the Reds' 10-4
shellacking by the New York
Mets.
Cincinnati Manager Sparicy
Anderson promptly ruled that
Gullett, ace of the Reds' staff.
would be relegated to the
bullpen for at least -the first
week of the season, with Gary
Nolan inheriting the opening
day assignment.
"I have never given up that







Washington sped through the
National . Basketball
Association's Central Division
like a Bullet last season?
Remember when the Bullets
crushed Boston to win the
Eastern Conference and
looked like sure-fire winners
in the NBA finals?
Washington Coach K.C.
Jones • remembers — and he's
looking for that team again.
Washington stumbled again
Sunday; losing to the New
Orleans Jazz 129-12S in
overtime. It was the seventh
defeat in the last nine games
for the stumbling Bullets, who
are battling Cleveland for first
place in the Central Division.
In other NBA. games Sun-
day, Buffalo edged Boston 117-
114, Detroit nipped
Philadelphia 101-97, Cleveland
crushed Atlanta 120-92, New
York stopped Kansas City 115-
95, Seattle routed Phoenix 117-
89 and Los Angeles wended
and- took the $17,000 toP--Pme--Golden State 118-111.
in the World Championship Jones knows the reason for
Tennis tournament, his team's slump. And it's a
BASKETBALL reason he doesn't like nor can
SYRACUSE, N.Y. help. 
Syracuse ;University Coach "We had a heck of a guard
Roy Danforth announced his situaticah.!: Jones said. "Phil
resignation and assistant Jim (Chenieir) couldn't buy a.hoop
Boeheim has been named as and Dave (Bing)'s thumb is
his successor. killing him." ,
DAVIDSON, N:C. — Dave Bing jammed his right
Pritchett, assistant coach at thumb last Wednesday night
the University of Maryland, and said it has hindered his
was named head. coach at play ever since. Jimmy4es,
Davidson College, replacing Washingtoits No. I_ backcourt
Gary Walters, who decided•tn reserve, has a sire knee and
go back to Dartmouth and could fplay just 50 seconds
coach. Sunday.
AUTO RACING Then there's Mike Riordan,
„N01111314 AVIIESBORO, who also' can mints guard.
Cale Yarborough held He suffered a severely
off Richard Petty to capture sprained right ankle SundaY
the 16th annual Gwyn Staley and is expected to miss Vie
400 stock car race rest of the regular season
Gullett said. "I had no rhYth--
ni. Everything was wrong. I
tried to throw low and the
pitch ias high."
Anderson, obviously upset,
said Gullett was "10 days to
two weeks behind schedule".,
and blamed the hard-throwing
left-hander for being out of
shape.
-If you know it takes you
longer to get ready than most
guys - and Don knows it takes
hue longer — then you've got
to start early." Anderson said.
Meanwhile, Richard,
another fireballer but often a
wrid - one, was impressing
iiioton Manager Bill Virdon
iaci pitching himself 16 the top
of the Astros' staff.
"I hadn't made up my mind.
until today," Virdon said after
making Richard liis opening
day choice. "I think the main
thing he's learned is to control
himself. I don't know if he's
throwing as hard now as he
used to, but he's certainly
throwing more strikes."
Buddy-Bradford and Bob
Coluccio homered in a seven-
rim sixth inning and Brian
Downing connected in the
eihThai the chicik6 -White
Sox ripped the St. Louis
Cardinals 16s1 behind an 18-hit
assault.
The Philadelphia Phillies
also rapped out 18 hits in
winning a 15-9 slugfest from
the Detroit Tigers. Garry
Maddox belted a grand slam
homer, Bobby Tolan drove in
four runs with a homer and
double and Mike Schmidt
slammed a two-run homer.
The San Diego Padres
erupted for seven runs in the
fourth inning and crushed the
Chicago Oubs 13-3. Fred•Lynn
broke out of his spring slump
by driving in four runs with a
homer -and double as the Red
Sox pounded, the Pittsburgh
Pirates 11-5.
Baltimore ace Jim Palmer
was rocked for seven runs and
_18_ hits_ in six innings as the
New York Yankees whipped
the Orioles 9-3. ,The Kansas
City Royals, who pounded out
14 runs and 19 hits Saturday,
added 15_ more hits and
trounced the Atlanta Braves 8-
3. •
Cleveland's, Jim Kern
limited Milwaukee to one hit
in six innings and the Indians
beat the Brewers .4-2. Von
Joshint's two-run homer off
Rollie Fingers enabled Sat.
Francisco to beat the Oakland
A's 5-3.
Nate. Colbert's two-run
homer and Pepe Mangual's
three-run shot powered the
Montreal Expos past the
Texas Rangers 6-2. Los
Angeles' sore-elbowed
Tommy John permitted one
run and five hits in six innings
as the Dodgers and California
Angels battled to a 3-3 tie





TO REDUCE HIPS, THIGHS,
KNEES, CALVES, ANKLES
*Lose Up to 10 lbs. in 10
Days From Hips Without
Drastic Diets or Exercise
or Pay Nothing!
THE FIRST PUCE THAT FRY SETTLES
TO IS THE LOWER PART OF YOUR
ROOT THIS IS ALSO THE FIRST PLACE
THAT CAN 1.03E THAT STORED AD
FAT, DIE MIRACLE PIll. IS HERE NOW.
USE ITA 'brand newremartable 100%
effective true hip reducing pill that
really works has recently been de-
veloped. This will help curb your
desire for food and Mill allow you
to enjoy most of the foods you are
used to. You won't suffer hunger
Panes. "The Caladine Formula' r%
one of the strongest appetite sup-
Pressers available You can lose as "
slow or as fast as you wish. It's up
to you. Take one in the ins, or
Orke in the p m to curb *Metres.
Then watch the fat melt away from
your lower extremities This
formula was developed lust for
problem areas such as Ihic
Money Back Guarantee
The -Caladirte Time Pill- plan
must work - must help you reduce
U many pounds and inches 114 you
wt, or return empty package to
inf . for full refund of purchase
Peke. No Questions asked.
SOLD BY MAIL ONLY
Vie caw threci front -Med-
Cal..' To pet your pdtil Plor Rano,
thww. wildW. on for M day soPear
or !flh for en day supply - you
mot 51 nn. 11 wade SO riot stee tit,
Sit orders ' +- cash. check or M
No CO
MEDtrAt-
Box 4g91961.A Ca. 90018
The 'Breds will play a 2 p;
m. single contest today
against Purdue. Righthander
Scott Durham will be on the
mound for Murray.
The 'Breds will be off
Tuesday then on Wednesday,
will be 'at Clarksville for an
important conference twinbill
with Austin Peay..
Don Walker. drew a base on
balls then Gene Steuber
ripped a two-run double.
Courtney tied it with a single,
scoring Steuber.
Brown opened the Murray
half of the eighth with a single
and Geisler followed with a
single. Marvin Kiel grounded

























100 202 0 54-0
OM 010 1 24-1
that left men on at first and SIKOOd Goose laterskey
third. 'Deeds
Al Luigs walked to load the
bases then on a 3-2 pitch,
Perconte slammed a single'
into rightfield and the 'Breds
had the' win, raising Cruse's
record to 3-1 for the season.
'hi, the second contest
Sunday, Petersen raised his
season meek to 2-1 with a
beautiful two-hit shutout. He
walked four men while fan-
ning two.
Murray scored three runs in-
the first with Don Walker's
two-run shot over the 340 sign
in rightcenter being the big
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Walker-lb 3 1 1
Steuber-c 3 1 2
Courtney-3b 2 0 1
Brown-lb 4 1 I
Geisler-ss 4 0 2
4 0 I
- Totals 30 4 10
Mike Cathey had a solo shot' Purdue 300 000 00 3-44

























Of/0 000 0 0-L1
301 201 a 7-130
• Ira.
MIS HEROES Little Mike Brown knows what he wants to do
someday, be a baseball player. Brown, on eight year old from
Hogarstown. Md., is the brother of Murray State star Terry
Brown, Mere, Mike watches the action from the demout steps
along with Bill Wagoner, who is running the scoreboard















$2,500 a Srrn • $3.512 lb
1780% .
$3000 48 18763 $470624 1769%








Loans and financing to $4,800
Large loans for homeowners
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Charles Butterworth
Named For Award
The ;sdit 3rs ut F arm
Chemicals niagazine and the
Ortho D6osion of Chevron
Chemical c CcriIpany has an-
nounced that Charles But-
terworth has received a
finalist avkard in the
magazine's ''Agriculture
Spokesman Of _ nie,. Year'.
award program.
Butterworth is rtanager of
Chase and Cc mpany's
Charles Butterworth
Chemical Division in Sanford.,
Florida, where he has been
employed for 13 years. He is,a
member of the company's
board of directors. He also
serves on the board of Poole &
Fuller, Inc., Winter Park,
Florida, Florida ,Agricultural
Research Institute, and the
Florida Turf Grass
Association. In June of 1975 he
was awarded honorary
membership in the Florida
Seedsmen and Garden -Supply
Association, where he served
as President in 1964-65.
During - 1975 Butterworth
served on a number of state
and county agriculture ad-
visory committees and the
Turf and Garden Committee
of The Fertilizer Institute, a
national organization of
-fertilizer manufacturers with
offices in Wahsington, D. C.
Butterworth is a graduate of
the University of Kentucky.
class of '49 where he receive(
his B.S. degree in AgricultuP
and also attended Murra
State College before Iran-
sfering to the University. He
completed the American
Management Association's
Management course of study
in New York City in 197ft. -
Butterworth. is the son of
Cloys and Palmer But-
terWorth of Lynn Grove and is
married to the former Linda
Conner, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Conner of
Murray. They have a si5n,
2hristopher, daughter,..
Christina and grandson Brent_ ,
Evan. Charles and Linda and
daughter, Christina, make
their home in Longwood-,
Florida.
Good for the woods.
4!..4_•4
Or the neighborhood.
The four-wheel drive Scouts II for '76. s sturdy, rugged, and
dependable enough to get you for off the beaten path. But
for running around town, it has all the comfort ond con-
venience you'd wont Plenty of room to stow groceries or
gear, kids or campers. International. Scout II. Great for




See your International Harvester Dealer.
Taylor Motors





bid Ea Hendon And Shelia
iiigitl,roducing Jerseys
in Calloway County
Three registered Jersey cows in Galloway County, Ken-
tucky produced over 80 pounds of milk on test day in Mar-
ch according to Ted Howard, County Extension Agent.
The high producing cows were owned by Blalock and
White, Will Ed Hendon and Teddy Potts, all of Murray.
used (p.lbink a cow was doing-an extremely good job
when 'she produced 4 to 5 gallons per day. -That's
equivalent to 32 to 40 lbs. These cows are producing at
twice that rate," according to Howard.
Teddy Potts' herd was top in the nation for milk and
fourth for fat among Jersey herds with 50 to 74 records
completed in 1975. His 65 cows averaged 13,084 lbs. milk
and 621 lbs. fat.
The American Jersey Cattle Club in Columbus, Ohio
reports the Jersey. breed average for 1975 increased 3.1
per cent over 1974 figures. In recent years the Jersey
breed tias made tremendous improvement in production
leading all other breeds in annual increase of milk produc-
tion.
•
'eddy Potts And Dara
Mike White And Paul Blalock With Martha
Jersey Cow Big Contributor- ere
By TED HOWARD
Co. Extension Agent
The Jersey cow has con-
tributed untold value to the
development of the farming
program in Calloway County
and the state of Kentucky.
During the 20's, 30's and even
into the early 40's, almost eve-
ry farm had at least one
Jersey cow. She was not
known particularly for her
quantity of milk. Her ability to
produce butter was her main
reason for being on the farm.
The Dairy Program has
'hanged during the past fif-
teen to twenty years as there
are fewer dairy farms, as well
as fewer cows. The farmers
who are in the Dairy Program
Ag-safety Tip .11
At least two dangerous
gases lurk in farm silos. Take
precautions against nitro-
gen oxide and carbon dioxide
when working in silos.
Ag-safety Tip
A minimum supply of 3,000
-gallons of easily accessible
water should be available for




We are one of the nation's largest manufacturers
of Metal buildings and for some strange reason
we do not have dealer representation in the Murray,
Kentucky area.
Who are we? We are
VARCO-PRODEN METAL BUILDING SYSTEMS
We are seeking an established business concern
to actively merchandise our buildings designed
for the agricultural market. If you are presently
selling bins, overhead doors, impliments or other
related agricultural items, that's a plus. So
investigate the opportunities in this proven market.
For further details please call Dave McDonald at our
National Headquarters in Memphis.
Our telephone number is
901 767-5910
,Arc. larger, more efficient
units. Calloway County has
gone from over two-hundred
Grade A farms in the mid-50's
to less than fifty dairy farms
today. There are twenty
Jersey farms producing
Grade A milk in Calloway
County. This number was
almost fifty-eight years ago.
The Jersey cow has had
trouble adjusting to the many
changes that have developed
during the past few years.
Calloway County Jersey
farmers are doing an ex-
cellent job, as they are among
the best in the United States.
These dairymen have
developed Jersey cows that
have milk records that are
1116.••••••mi...
leading state and national
DHIA and DHIR records. Last
month, three Jersey cows in
Calloway County milked over
eigbty pounds the day the
DHIA tester was on their farm
weighing and collecting butter
'tat samples. This is a very
'ood pace for a Jersey cow
Alen the average cow for this
breed is milking around
twenty-five to twenty-eight
pounds of milk with peak
production of forty pounds.
These three cows were sired
by the Marlu Milestone
Stardom bull and they are
owned by Bill Ed Hendon,
Blalock and White, and Teddy
Potts.
Stardom's Pat Milestone
Dara 2905596, born Aug. 25,
1972, - gave 83-4 lba -of-milk
which was the highest of the
three cows. She is owned by
Teddy and Sherwood Potts.
B. W. Stardom Martha
2785070 gave 80.5 pounds the
day the tester was there. This
cow is owned by Paul Blalock
and Otley White. She is not
only a good producer, but also
has three daughters in their
herd that are outstanding milk
cows. One gave 16,990 lbs. of
milk and 859 lbs. of butter fat
in one year.
Milestone Jester Stardom
Shelia 2554345 is the grand-
mother of them all. She was
born Oct. 9, 1963, and she
produced eighty pounds for
the February test. She will be
thriteen years old this fall, and
this is the highest daily record
for any previous record., She
has 'been a good producing
cow all her life as she has
135,040 pounds of milk and
nine records that average
14,166 pounds of milk and 749
pounds of butterfat. Shelia has
three sons that are being used
by artificial breeding
establishments. She also has
an excellent type
classification which is the
highest given on the physical
make-up of the cow.
K eitb. Letterman's Jersey
herd has been awarded the top
----prorfuctiorr in both milk and
butterfat for the past two
years. His top cow gave
seventy-eight pounds of milk
the last test day. Four Jersey
herds from Calloway County
were in the trip ten herds in the
state of Kentucky last year.
Calloway County has some
outstanding Holstein herds.
Record producing Holsteins
will be featured in the future.
There are eighteen dairy
herds on DHIA test .which
gives us the highest percent of
cows on test of any county in
Kentucky. Alrnog forty-five
percent of the dairy cov,s iii
the county are on the official
DHIA test compared to only













h 94i Tractor 153-948
Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.
Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Buyers of
CORN • SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributors Of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.
Sooner or Later You'll Own International
And After You Do
You'll Come Back
„A
440.1! - • - ' • z4 r
Ii'
as Chadic Outland did with this 1066. As your farming needs grow, youi collection of International's
will grow
Hwy 94 E Purchase Equipment Co.
•






































































Livestock Production Subject For Seminar
Dr. Bernard M. Jones, vice-
president of Curtiss Breeding
Service, was,, the guest
speaker at a Faculty Seminar
held in the College of En-
vironmental Science, Murray
State University, and spon-
sored by the Department of
Agriculture, according to Dr.
James T. Thompson,
Chariman of the Department.




production. He illustrated the
improvement in livestock
resulting from genetic
selection and explained the
contribution of superior
breeds and superior in-
dividuals within the breed. He
made many comments con-
-vrning super ovulation and
ova transplants; also the
imoact they have on the
livestock enterprise of our
nation.
Dr. Jones explained to the
group the accomplishments
and what it can do for the
producer through hormonal
control of the estrus cycle in
cattle. Other comments in-
Dr. Bernard M. Jones, left, spoke at a Faculty Seminar
held at Murray State University. On the right is Dr. James









An Individual Retirement Account IIKAi is a per-
sonal tax-sheltered retirement plan. It was developed
by Congress to bring to every American worker the op-
portunity to build a more secure future for himself and
for his family.
Corporations have long been permitted to establish
retirement plans for their employees. As long as a plan
met certain requirements, employer .contributions to
the plan were fully tax deductible. Likewise, employer
contributions on behalf of an employee were not
currently taxable to the employee. He was taiiitcron his
share of the plan only when he received it. *-
Since 1962, tax deductions for contributions to a
retirement plan have also been available to self-
employed persons. In that year Congress determined
that these persons, too, should be allowed a tax-
sheltered method of saving for retirement. The result
was H. R.-I0, a law which allowed the self-employed to
make tax-deductible contributions to a pension or
profit-sharing plan.
While corporate and H. R.-10 plans covered a sub-
stantial portion of the working population, a large num-
ber of workers still had no tax-sheltered means by
which to supplement Social Security. Recognizing that
Social Security alone is inadequate, especially in times
of inflation, Congress has now provided for Individual
Retirement Accounts for those not covered by other
plans. Amounts set aside in an IRA may be placed in a
trust or custodial account with a financial institution
such as ours. They may also be invested in an annuity
or endowment contract, or qualified retirement bonds.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you,
firsthand, how such an account might benefit you.
Bank of Murray
FDIC
eluded the recycling and uses
of animal waste.
Dr. Jones graduated with a
B. S. in Agriculture from
Murray State University in
1956. He completed his M.S.





"'No! It's an avalanche !"
Looking around the soil
testing laboratoryarea in the
basement of the University of
Kentucky's Experiment
Station Building these days, it
might be a bit hard for the
average person to actually
understand what has hap-
pened.
The lab area is overrun with
sail samples that have been
sent in for testing.
It's a new record—and
persons working in the lab
could well have some
misgivings as to whether or
not an "avalanche" did occur
as they look around at the
piles of carton of soil waiting
to be tested.
Soil tests are made to
determine fertilizer and
chemical needs to make fields
more productive—and many
home owners are now also
employing the tests to help
bring new beauty to their
. -lawns. .
"We're not certain exactly
whatts -responsible -for all the
soil samples this year," said
John S. Harrison, the soil
research specialist who is in
charge of the lab. "The
volume of samples is at least
twice the 'Normal'. We're
attributing most of it to the
periods of exceptionally good
weather we've experienced so
early in the year, the gover-
nment cost-sharing program
on conservation practices and
the general knowledge of the
availability of soil tests and
the economic advantage in the
proper use of fertilizers anA
lime."
He said county Extension
agents had apparently told the
story well in informing the
public- on the value of soil
tests.
Harrison said the lab is
normally busy "around this
time of year" but has never
experienced the numbers of
soil samples received this
year.
Contracts with labs in other
states indicate they are eraf
periencing much the same
sort of thing, Harrison noted.
"I talked to the people in
Maryland—and they're real
busy.
In the past three years, the
lab worked. on a schedule of
sending out soil test reports on
a time interval of no more
than four or five days. "Now,
it's two calendar weeks,"
Harrison said.
It got to the point where
even department secretaries
were called on to do
preliminary handling of soil
samples prior to the actual
testing procedures. A
Saturday work force was
recruited in an effort to catch
up. Optional tests had to be
Beautify Your Home
With Aluminum Siding
installed by Aluminum Service Co.





Downtown Hazel, Ky. •
For more information call 492-8647
or Wilt Ed Bailey: 492-8897 or Bobby Lawrence 492-8879
postponed since the more
skilled personnel that do that
testing had to center all efforts
in just getting the major
testing done.
---"We do" soil tests the year
around, with the largest
volume being in the late
winter or early spring,"
Harrison said. "But, I've
never seen anything like this."
Where does the "dirt" go
after testing? There's almost
enough to establish a "baby
farm" if a person had a
platform big enough—but all
the soil is emptied into big
pails, sterilized and disposed
of on the University farm
Short Course
Opens Thursday
A short course on "Home
Beautification And Lawn
Mower Maintenance And
Care" will start Tuesday,
April 6, at Calloway County
High School.
Classes will be held at seven
p.m. on Tuesday and Thur-
sday nights through Tuesday,
April 20. The sessions will be
about 14.2 hours each night,
and there is no charge.
New trees, pruning of
shrubs, mower care, etc., will
be discussed, according to the
teacher, Carmon Parks,
vocational agricultural
teacher at Calloway Higt
School.
We've got Spring Fever prices on all
new MF farm tractors under 80 pto hp.
























Come orrtn- see for yourself—you




You Are Cordially Invited




A Bicentennial project of all the counties of the Jackson Purchase in an effort to pieserve the heritage of
Western Kentucky in a permanent depository to be located in Wrather Hall on the Campus of Murray State
University and hereby known as the Jackson Purchase Museum,
Charter Membership Closes April 20th, 1976
Patron Contribution S100.00 (tax deductible) and entitles patron to. . .
1. Name enscribed on plaque as charter patron to 5e hung in entrance to museum.
2. Charter Museum Membership
3. Museum mailing list of current exhibits.
4. Collector's copy of Jesse Stuarts "My World"
5. Aulograph reception with Jesse Stuart April 20th, 1976
6. Use of Member's reception room when visiting Jackson Purchase Museum.
For Information
Complete and am t(
Jackson Purchase Museum
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Needline. . . 753-NEE.)







colt after 6:00 p.m. '
"Cleaning Is
Our Business"
When you need supplies,
equipment or service cell us
Cleaning is what we know
best We hove steam cleoners
and other cleaning equipment
for rent, or if you prefer we










































II °NIGHT, BETTY AND I ARE WATCHING 50ME
EXCITING NAME MoVIES. NEW HAMPSHIRE ,
81.454ACHOSE11, FLORIDA, ILLIN014-
2 Notice
REMEMBER there is a
Itllt tirrte shop man at
Dill Electric also we
have air compressors
for sale. Call 753-9104.
GORDONS FISHING
lakes are now open.
Stocked heavy with
grain fed fish. Open 7
days a week. Adults,
$3.00, Children under
1242.00. No other
charges. Also you don't
need a license. Not
-responsible for any
accidents. Just off of 94
_East highway, turn at
sigit, near Aurora. Free
rough camping-only.
=- -REDUC'E-7-SAFE-- -AND
fast with - To-liege
Tablets. - and. E-Vap
-water pills" Holland













of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.
Call 753-1873 after 5 p.
m. or weekends.
WE look into your needs
as well as at them.
Needline, 753-6333.














for public relations and
advertising positions.




between 10 a. m. And
7:30 p. m.





Box 188AY, Albany, MO
64402.
DERBY REFINING CO. •
on South 12th Street.
Manager and assistant
manager positions. -
Apply in person at







person on the floor. Must
be able to operate a cash
register. Apply in
person only to Vernon's
Inc., Olympic Plaza. No
phone calls please.
8 Storage Buildings






















NOT 50 FAST-, BUSTER rf IN TH1
COUNTRY NO UNMARRIED LADY























































for someone who wishes
to earn better than a 30
per cent return on in-
vestment. Available is
two retail stores which
should exceed $40,000 in
net profits over next
tv.clve -fnonths.
Potential is even
greater. Take over at
price of inventory and
fixtures. Approximately
$125,000. Write to P. 0.
Box 724, Paducah.
12. Insurance






• Esate, across from Post
Office. Call 753-3263.
13. For Sale Or Trade
WILL TRADE LARGE
chest type freezer, goad
condition for smaller
upright freezer. Call 436-
2289. after-5 p. rp.
14. Want To Buy
QUICK CASH, will buy
furniture,' by the piece
or houseful. Most
anything of value. Call
753-0154.
USED AIR conditioner,
call Bob at Dill Electric,
753-9104.
STANDING TIMBER or
already cut. Contact D.
W. Fox 753-9811 after 6,
or 753-6231.
15. Articles For Sale
BEIGE CARPET, 22 x 14









ISM It. Across Irmo lbrery, isse
- Caner Shop
TILLERS, Tillers, tillers
3 H.P. chain drive,
$169.95. 5 H.P. chain
drive, $189.95. All with B
& S engines. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn
ASSORTED FLOWER
and garden plants. Can
be_see_n at Lynn Grove
Egg Co Lynn Grove, -
Ky., or call 435-4197.
CASE POCKET knives
and bicentennial and
sharp tooth, knives. Call
after 5,753-5960.





















LOFTY PILE, free from
soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre, rent
electric shampooer, Big








model 1.25. $200.00 each.







one dryer, one stove. In




and dryer. Call 753-6694.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES




and Service, 500 Maple







stock, have over sixty
new and used machines
priced from $30 and up.
New machines less than
102 price. Come early for
good choice. Open 7 days
week. Write or call
Lakewood Camping
Resort, Route 5, Benton,










FOR ALL YOUR FEN-
CING NEEDS. Call AAA
Fence Supply Co., 1-444-
6865, Paducah, Ky. •
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for
$1,200. See at Duncans
Garage. Phone 753-9983.
A GOOD 570 Case tractor.
Three bottom, 16" plow
and 10' wheel disc. Call
753-4435 fter Sp. m.
SPECIAL TWO 200 gallon
fiberglass saddle spray
tanks, regular $800.00
now $595.00. We also
have grain bins, steel
buildings, gooseneck
trailers and a grain
cleaner that takes*garlie
out of wheat. Agri-
Products, call 753-2958.
FARM-ALL CUB tractor,









1974 36' x 10' Monarch
pontoon with 1969 125 h.
p. Mercury outboard.
Excellent condition.
$3,600. Will take good
late model ski boat in on
trade. 4911 753-0224 or
436-2611.
14 FT. ALUMINUM
Runabout with a 25 h. p.
Johnson motor on a




FOR SALE FROST free
refrigerator, 1971 Dodge
van, call 753-6855 3fter 5
p. m.
16' STEUR Y boat with
deep V-hull, convertible
top, side curtains and
back cover, 65 h. p.
Johnson motor, heavy
duty Sterling trailer
with spare tire and
wheel, other extras.
Only been in water 8
times. Price ;2,295. Call
753-7536.
16' ARROW GLASS with
110 h. p. Mercury motor.
15' Glasspar with 65 h. p.
Mercury motor. Both V
bottom fiberglass-




TOON with Evinrude 50






















*Kelley's Termite& Pest Control
100 South 13 Street
Floes Roaches,
















15th - across from iibrary,
next to College Shop
ClSTON1 MATTIteSSES
made, any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South Yrd, Phone 1-
4,43-7323. •
ir„,f' rift UM/ ,„„
Bankroll Card
Pundied This Wepli





and 1976 Dog Togs
are now on sale at
the City Clerks Office
City Hall, Murray, Kentucky
Office hours...
8 a.m. to 5 p.M.
Monday thru Friday
24. Miscellaneous




shotgun, deep heat back
massager, Black and
Decker skill saw and
odds and end furniture.
All priced reasonable.
Call 436-5395 after 6.
'FOR SALE ANTIQUE
pump organ, ladies
Titlist golf clubs, $125.
Call 753-9312.
ONE 660 CASE combine,
spike *toothed, pick up
reel, automatic header
control; one
cultipacker, ten foot seal
bearing, like new, used
on less than fifty acres;
one Ford truck, F-350,
1966 model, one ton; one
Ford truck, F-600, 1960
model, P-2- ton, with
----gbod 12 ton hoist and
steel bed; one New
Holland hay raker Call
489=2413 or 753-7253.
ONE 20 CUBIC ft. deep
freeze. Two., 10 -speed
bicycles. One 2 seated





















27. Mobile Home Sales
MOBILE HOME, 12 x 60,
248 Riviera Ct. large
living area, 2 bedrooms,
central air, washer and
dryer, underpinning, tie
downs, will sell fur-
nished or unfurnished.
Call 753-9373.
TRAILER for sale. Call
753-4330.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
1973 SHANANDOAH, 12 x
70. 3 bedroom, 2 baths,
fully carpeted. Call 753-
1905 after 5 :30 p.m.
12 x 60 MOBILE HOME,
100' x 250' lot, anchored
on solid concrete
foundation, new well of
water, city gas. Call 492-
8195.




1973 26' FRANKLIN fifth-
wheel trailer, fully self- ,
contained. Like new . •
must see to appreciate.
Central heat and air.
Radio and tape player.
'TV antenna. See at 621
South 4th Street or call
753-5777.
28. Heating 8 Cooling
MVO LARGE WINDOW
fans. Excellent con-
dition. Call 753-1569 after
, 6 p.m.
ONE 6,000 BTU series air
conditioner. $50.00. One
Philco 12,000 BTU air
conditioner. $100 00. Call
753-7429.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 55 'TRAILER. apply
in person only to




























































































































1 in - good
ill 437,-4766.
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31 Want To Rent
LANDLORDS, young
married couple want 1
or 2 bedroom furnished
house or apartment in
Murray in May. Call
after 5,753-9767.
FARM LAND to rent. Call
753-6316. Steve Arant.
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-





















paid,"416 N. 8th, driveby
and see from outside. If
interested send name,
address and phone
number to Bill Ellis,
4852 Carrollton,
"Indianapolis, Ind., 46205.
FIVE ROOM house for
rent on Old Shilo Road.
Call 753-9673.




9th and 5th Streets. Call
753-1569 after 6 p.m.
37 Livestock. Supplies
BLACK ANGUS cows
with calves by side. Age
.3 weeks-8 weeks. Call




laadrace pigs. Call 753-
6126.
REGISTERED DUROC
boars for sale. Call 437-
4666.
THREE REGISTERED
black Angus bulls. Age
10-14 months. Call 437-
4365.




born Dec. N. (Parents
are very -fine hunters.)._in
$35.00. Ca11,1-354-8598.
=MI
AKC POODLES 8 weeks
old, black, 2 male, 1
female. $25.00 each. Call
436-5388.
THREE MINIATURE
poodles, for sale. $40.00





lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4p. m.
ARC REGISTERED Tiny






Tuesday, 5 and 6. Lots of





10th. 8a. m. - r'raili or_
shine, sponsored by
East PTC.
WANTED INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICIANS 




holidays (10), and vacation. Must be
able to read schematics and have a
good knowledge of AC and DC. Phone






Phone 502-247-6730, extension 237.
ist F AN EQUAL OPPORTUNTIY EMPLOYER
The Glidden Paint Co.
is now looking for an _
aggressive outlet of paint
products in the Murray
Calloway County Area. To
the right qualifying
distributor we offer a
specific market development
plan where you can obtain
your opening order at no
cost...Interesting? Call Now:
Mr. Malculm McNeil or Jim Smith







April 9th and 10th
Ay nava rawest 5..S relation to Murray for tee days










Many oNoo, rows wool pieces AM leaky it direct heal Hoe
lienralse, Zia, Hopi end Son's Domingo rinerretioas in Sort%
west Herta Sates. May pieces ere sigood used iijewipery is
guaranteed helmets* aryl, sterdia saver end Mod made by
American Indians.
Public Welcome
Dealers bring tax numbers
Friday April 9, 2 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Saturday April 10, 1200 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Holiday Inn, South 12th Street, Murray, Kentucky.
Sale conducted by
rim Randolph, Homer,




Five miles east of
Murray. 87 acres, 55
tendable, 42,000 broad
feet of mature timber.
One-half mi. blacktop
frontage. Ideal for
subdivision. 80 per cent
new barbed wire fen-
cing, • 8,000 Christmas
trees being planted. All






REALTY is this three
'room, 1'2 bath brick
ranch home, located on
the west side of Murray.
Excellent location and
excellent quality in this
odern Murray home.
Phone Bill Kepperud
753-1222 for an ap-
pointment. KOPPERUD




/ust ou/stda cdy 3 tR 2
Mtn Westing areas den
witti fireplace m
,ourhill on 110 312 lei
65 tenable level acres plus
5 n thee., tone. n
I...ape...Nis end weal o,
pieclust Int* ht. 3 IR
brici 2 111, din iton





39 ACRES, 30 acres open
bottom land, wooded
building site, located





located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
CHECK THIS neat home
just 5 minutes from
town. Three bedroom,
carpet, electric heat,
large utility room which
can be sewing room or
hobby room, unattached
double garage can be
used for that boat or
clean up shop. $22,950









and dishwasher, 1 car
garage, a must to see, if
you need a home priced
at $27,750. Call Moffitt
Realty Co., 206 South
12th, 753-3597.
YOU WILL love living in
the attractive brick
home on a tree shaded
landscaped hilltop. This
10 acre well fenced mini-
farm can be yours to
ra;se a few head of
cattle or horses. The
farm features a good
stock barn, a pond well
stocked with fish for
your private fishing
pleasure. a garage and
as an extra bonus, a
large well built building
with some basic
equipment for a clean up
shop. This can be used
for your own business or
for rental income. The
home and business
combination is located
only a few miles south of
town on Ky. 121 For
further information
call: John C. Neubauer
Real Estate, 505 Main
St,. Murray. 753-0101-
7531 or Bob Rodgers,
753-7116.








Shores. 125' frontage, 70'
back on gravel road.
$1 50000.Call 436-5690
46. Homes For Sale
For Sale
By Owner








natural gas, 24' x
32' car garage.







drapes, located on nice
lot at 214 South Ilth.
Price reduced to 13,000.
Call 753-7974 or 753-1877.
OR TRADE for smaller
house. Three or four
bedroom in Meadow
Green Acres. Call 753-
1566.
THREE BEDROOM
frame house 2 years old,
has extra building lot
with meter pole. 9 x" 14.
metal building, I
minutes walk to lake. A
bargain at $15,500. Call
436-2260.
NEW - SPACIOUS 3
bedroom, full bath,
central heat and air,
carpeted throughout, 5
miles East. $27,500. Call
753-3938.
KENTUCKY LAKE
cabin, three room, bath,









workshop, garage, 1966 3/4 Ton Chevrolet
truck (htility bed withcarport, good welk,_
living and dining room -locking -floors)) good
combined, 16 x 26 with metal bed, positive
fireplace. Electric heat traction, phone 753-5655.
and air. Call 436-2494.
_1974 VEGA HAT-
CHBACK, radio,FOR SALE by owner-
radials, air, -4 speed,
lakefront cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone
753-98688 to 5, 7534145 6
to 10.
X IP X in 31:30
47. Motorcycles




1974 SL 125 bored out, new
paint. $32.11111. OW' 1974
Cl. 100 $275.00. Two rail
motorcycle trailer with
Crager 'maps. $55 00:
Call 753-0650.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1975 CHEVY VAN, like
new, low mileage,
loaded with extras and
in excellent condition.
Call 753-0869, must see to
appreciate.
1956 BUICK SPECIAL, 2
door hardtop. Collectors
item. Call after 930 p.
m., 753-1491.
4966 MUSTANG, I speed,
excellent condition. Call
753-9312.




Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p. m:
'sharp. Easy to get to.;
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-968-
6262. This is a dealers
auction.
1971 VW Camper Rebuilt
engine, good condition.






after 4 00 p
1970 DUSTER Economy
Slant Six, 1535.00. 1963







shift. $275.00 Call 753-
1777.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom




1972 YAMAHA 75 cc
cycle. Low mileage, like






holder. 250 front end.
Oversize rims.
Telleborg tires, never
ridden or licensed in
1975, as new. 1700 street
miles. Phone 753-6671.
1975 110N1) XL 250. Call
753-9407
1974 XL350 Honda, sharp.
Must sell. Call 753.4046.
1973 KAWASAKI 900.
With wind jammer
fairing. and other ex-
tras. $1400 Call 753-5632.
1974 YAMAHA, 125
Enduro. 1500 miles. Like
pew. Call 753-3180 after
6:00.















1974 260Z DATSUN I A)( a 1
car. Factor)' air. Phiinc
753-3843.
1975 DODGE SPORT-




1975 GRAND PRIX, black
on black on. black.
Power windows and
locks. Vinyl top, air,
AM-FM stereo tape,
rear window defroster









air, fill] ''wet, tilt
wheel. 'ed 'glass,
, 'mirrors, radio, new
tires, low mileage.
$3,650 Call 489-2769.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1962 CHURCH bus good
condition. $1500 or best
offer. Call 527-9959 or
527-9538.'
NICE 13' CAMPER,
sleeps 4, icebox, range.





vice. No job too small.



















DOZER WORK - small 1 AM A
size ideal for, leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-4156.
-ALCOA Sidrng, asenfini-E--; -
carports, magestic
fireplaces. Aluminum












and exterior by the hour
or job. Free estimates.
Call 753-8343. -
ELECTRICAL _ WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing










in June 0(.1975, and lam
- going crazy doing
nothing. I want a part
time job. I have had
previous experience in
sales and bookkeeping. I
have a Masters Degree.
I will give you a full days
work for a full days pay.








INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
'high heat and cooling
gall Larry Lyles at
753-2310' for free






Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi-
Burger.
-
DOZER AND backh 
--AIRBY 
CARPEToe -
work. Trucking gravel CAREclean rugs of all
and dirt. Call 4374533,
kinds': -.in business,











bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
rugs come clean by
steam cleaning. Free
estimates. 24 hour an-
swering service, 500
Maple. 753-0359.
J & .B WELDING and
Fabrication, portable
welding. 24 hour service.
Six miles south on 121.
Call 436-2611 or 436-2590
or 436-2227.
WJOHN IS NO LONGER 
ILL DO Housework.
Call 436-2197.tom-stew-and Clark. --








struction Co. Route I,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
53 Feed And Sera
WHEAT STRAW, 500
bales, 70 cents each Call
489-2590 or 489-2740.
yARD TO MOW, also
cemeteries. By the job




We are one of the nation's largest manufacturers of metal buildings and for
some strange reason we do not have dealer representation in your area. Who
are we? Varco-Pruden Metal Building Systems. We are seeking an 
established
business, ciincern to actively merchandise our buildings designed for the
agricultural market. If you are presently selling bins, overhead doors, im-
plements or other related agricultural items, that's a plus. So, investigate the
opportunities in this proven market. For further details please call Dave Mac-
donald at our national headquarters in Memphis, (gm ) 767_5910
Dial-A-Service
Thi. alphabetized page will run weeklj -- clip it from














• Ink aluminum, copper, cast, batteries, and radiators
AllWalln111111a.--








































Bill Houghton, Rte. 6,
Box 68
II it has on engine we







loll pea slaw Lam yeas, C.
w dry Tx prim ,00krs oroot dry
tam. sows, From loam, owe
treat ail, look am took iitver
took aeaele *oh nil etc
753-5703


































e. totem Toes Wed
Then 5 5. la. to 10 p_




















If you do not receive
your paper please call
I 753-1916 1
Between 5 30 & 6 00
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- Mrs. Rosa Belle Hari)
Watts, mother of Mrs. Ray
(Martha) Moore of Murray,
--a --died this morning at 12:15 at
the National Health Enter-
prise Nursing Home,
Lexington. Her residence was
Ill Penmaken Park,
Lexington.
She was 79 years of age, the
widow of Walter K. Watts, and
had been a member of the
First Church of the Nazarene,
Lexington, for forty-four
years. Bern May 13, 1896, in
Franklin County, she was the
daughter of the late Thomas
M. Harp and Rosie Ann
Elizabeth Warfield Harp.
Mrs. Watts is. survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Moore of
Murray and Mrs. Richard
( Mary ) Lawson of Lexington;
one brother, Alex Harp of
Frankfort; three grand-
children, Mrs. Paul iSharon),_
Wells of Waco, Texas, and
Bettie Dale Moore and Doug
Moore of Murray.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at two p.m. at
the First Church of the
Nazarene, Frankfort, with
Rev. Beryl Spross officiating.
Burial will be in the Frankfort
Cemetery. •
Friends may call at the
Harrod Bros. Memorial
Chapel, :312 Washington




Final rites for Mrs. Henry
(Julia Elizabeth) West of 401
South Eighth-Street, Murray,
were held Sunday at two p. m.
at the chapel of the 3741:-
Churchill Fauieral Home with
Bro. Joturntateofftelating:
Pallbearers were Earl, Bob,
Billy, and Charles Lee Sat-
terwhite, Junior Lane, and
Sammy Wallace. Burial was
in the Wofford Cemetery in
Stewart County, Tenn.
Mrs. West, age 68, died




husband, one daughter, Mrs.
Mack Watkins, two sons, Cecil
and Ray West, two sisters, two
half sisters, two brothers, one
half brother, ten grand-




Graveside rites for Mark_
Taylor, thirteen year old son
of Mr. and Mrs. T. 0. Taylor of
Erlanger, were conducted by
Bro. Henry Hargis at the
Green Plain Church of•Christ
Cemetery Sunday at two p. m.
Active pallbearers were
Greg Koors, Greg Williams,
Gus Wade, Ken Hemmer,
Dana -Steers, Dwane Steers,
and Andy Rhein, all members .
of the Northern Kentucky
:Junior Hockey League.
Honorary pallbearers were
Mike Speegle, Larry, Dana,
and Donny Roberson, Gary
and Tony McClure, and David
Lamb. The Max Churchill
Funeral Kome was in charge
of the arrangements.
_Taylor, age 13, died Thur-
sday in a bicycle-automobile
accident near his home in
Erlanger, where he was an
.eighth grade student.
Survivors are his parents,
. Mr. andUrs. T p. Taylor, two
sisters, 13tin-d.k and Susan
Taylor, and one brother.
Jason Taylor, 3 Westwood
Drive, Erlanger; grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
• Taylor and Mrs. Verble
Taylor, Murray.
C. J. Bradley Dies
Saturday; Funeral
Being Held Today
Clifton James Bradley of
Salem, formerly of Murray,
died Saturday at eight a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He Was 78 years of
age.
Mr. Bradley is surviVed.by
one daughter, Evelyn Bradley--
of Murray, and three brothers,
Hat if Biadley
Louis Bradley of Burna, and
Jim Bradley of Dallas, Texas.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Boyd Funeral Home,
Salem, with bruial to follow




- Corbett Tucker of Hardin
Route One died Saturday at
3:30 p.m. at his home. He was
78 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Union Hill
Church of Christ where he had
served as an elder for twenty
years. He was a retired high-
Way -employe. One son,
George Allen • Tucker,
preceded him in death.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Opha Tucker,. one daughter,
Mrs. Delores Pritchard of
Hardin; two grandchildren,
Mrs. Linda Outland and Mrs.
Sharon Pritchard; two great
grandchildren. .
The funeral is being held
today at three p.m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with Bro. Don
McBrayer, Bro. Willis Green,
and Bro. Bill Phillips of-
ficiating. Burial wiQe in, the
Union-Hill-Cemetery.
Mrs. Crank Dies At
Westview Saturday
Department Of Interior To Open
investigation Into Mine Deaths
Mixed Audience Reactions,
WASHINGTON 4,1 the Boston Globe.
T,he $25-a-ticket, invitation-
only audience of 1,190 included
the real-life editors of the
Washington Post who
dealt with the Watergate story
and the actors who portrayed
them.
The film got a healthy roupd
Mrs. Ray (Bertie) Crank of of applause, and' a joky
Puryear, Tenn., died Saturday throwi. afterward by pedford
at 6:30 p.m. at the Westview was jammed. ,But not
Nursing Home, Murray. She everyone was pleated with the
was 85 years of age. movie.
The deceased was a A Post roorter grumbled
member of the United that "tife real hero of
Methodist Church.' Born WateOte, Barry Sussman,
October 25, 1890, in Henry isnyeven in it. Sussman, a
County, Tenn., she was the ,POst editor, worked closely
daughter of the late Charlie with Woodward and Bernstein
Swindell and Ella Boyd and fought to have their
Swindell. stories placed in the
She and her husband, who newspaper when senior heads
survives, were married in resisted. His role was corn-
1936. Also surviving is one bined with that of another
sister, Mrs. Herbert Parker of
 Puryear, Tenn. people whr"knaw Watergate-- Among notables in the
editor.
The funeral Is-being held next-bed' the reporters who audience were Ethel Kennedy
today at 210... p.m. at the cove the story, the editors and three of her children; Sen.
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn.; With Bro. 
entrance. wlye supervised them; and the Edmund S. Muskie; Eunice
Warren Sykes and Bro. Gary:, 
Nine apparently were killed,lawyers who prosecuted and Kennedy Shriver; and
Whitworth officiating. Burial 
the explosion. Six erecte0: defended those caught up in Margaret Truman Daniel.
will be in the Conyersville- 
in4eshift shield in the scandal. The film spanned the
Cemetery. 
passe -but suffocatejabefore The comment about the earliest days of Watergate,
WHITESBURG, Ky. lAp)
-- The Department of the
Interior was to men it-
s investigation today into the
deaths. of 28 men in explosions
March 9 and March 11 at a
coal mine at Oven Fork in
Southeastern Kentucky.
Hearings today aria
Tuesday at the Letcher
County Cohrthouse will be the
start of "the most thorough
and comprehensive in-
vestigation in the history of





Barrett, head of the depart-
ment's Mining Enforcement
and Safety Adminis-
tration - will try to find
out the cause of the two
explosions. It will also try to
learn whether the Scotia Coal
Co-operator of the
inine-violated mine safety
laws or. regulations„and how
similar mine disasters can be
prevented in the future.
Other panel members are
Harreld N. Kirkpatrick,
commissioner of the Kentucky
Department of Mines and
Minerals, Fred Karem, a
former Louisville resident
who iS now deputy 'un-
dersecretary of the Interior
Department, and George N.
McPhail, inspector of mine
rescue training for the Ontario
?,Ailiistry of Natural Resources
in Canada. Frizzell said
McPhail' is a leading mine-
rescue expert with 29 years of
experience.
More than 100 miners were
working in the Scotia No. 1
Black Mountain Mine on the
Tuesday afternoon when the
first explosion rumbled
through the passageways.
-Most got-out -safety but 15
miners were trapped more
than three miles from the
Amendment Would an Use Of
Funds To Lobby For M Money
WASHINGTON ( AP ) -
Should the nation's mayors,
county officials and governors
be allowed to use revenue-
sharing money to visit
Crossword Puzzler
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Washington, meet with
congressmen and lobby,. for
more revenue-sh ing
money?
Rep. Jack Br , chair-
man of the Ho 'Government
Operations mittee and a
vociferant opponent of
reverye-sharing, insists that
--thof should not, and he
ing an amendment to
revenue-sharing legislation to
insure that they do not.
Whether money allocated to
the nation's states, counties
and municipalities under the
five-year-old program is ac-
tually used to fund trips by
public officials to Washington
is difficult to determine. The
money is distributed with few
federal instructions on how it
should be spent. and in most
cases it goes directly into a
general fund.
But Brooks suspects that
cities and states have, in some
way, ii.5ed the money to
pressure Congress into giving
them more money.
The revenue-sharing
program has become ex-
tremely popular with the local
and state officials, returning
to their jurisdictions ap-
proximately $30 billion from
the federal treasury since it
was started in 1972.
The officials have been
pressuring their congressmen
and members of the House
Government Operations
-Committee, particularly
Brooks, for passage of a
renewed program.
• Since, -November, three
organizations representing
mayors,governors and county
officials have had large
meetings in Washington
Their primary goal has been
to let., Congress-know they
want the revenue-sharing
program continued beyond its
Dec. 31 expiration. Most of-
ficials at .these meetings had
their expenses paid by their
governments.
The legislation to renew the
program is pending in
Congress.
In March, the U.St Con-
Terence of Mayors-National
League of Cities held a series
of rallies that brought about
2,000 mayors and 1,500 other
persons to Washington. be




FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
Murray Branch
7th and Main --
ea 
d $500 was spent by
tor.
es
T • , said Brooks, a Texas
Democrat, amounted to a
$1.75 million investment in
securing passage of revenue-
sharing, worth at least $6.5
billion a year in federal
allocations.
"The states and cities spent
millions of dollars lobbying for
this, and they're in dire
financial straits," he said. A
spokesman for the group said
he did not know how much was
spent.
"There's been some im-
plication they used revenue-
sharing money to come up
here," Brooks said of the
mayors. But, he asked, -How.
can you tell how much is
revenue-sharing money, how
much is salary and how much
is money their granddaddies
left them?"
Spokesmen for the mayors'
group, the National Governors
Conference • and the National
Association of Counties each
defended the public officials'
recent visits and criticized
Brooks' proposed amend-
me"nIt;s an absurd proposal,"
said Tim Honey, a staff
member for the mayors'
group who has followed the
legislation. "Obviously, state
and local officials have a right
to come to Washington to
lobby for the progr.am. And
many of the people who come
to town come to town for other




Federal State Market Neu, ,..rvice
Apri15, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Ho i ,rarket
Report Includes 8 Buying Stati,,
Receipts Act 923 Est 500 8,— &
Gitts 1 00 higher Sows I 00 floe,
US I-2 200-230 lbs. .. $4106.47.25
90Me 47 50
US 1.1 2130-240 lbs
Sows
US 3-4 240•2601bs
US 3-4 200-290 lbs
US 1.2 270350 lbs 
ft' • 40 X
41, 40
US 1-3 300-450166 
• 41
US 21,-3134500-500"S°11batkr ................... ,- 39 pa




The Islands of 7.anzibar arld
peniba off the East Aldan
coact produce more Alum two-
thirds of the world's cloves, Na-
tional Geographic says.
(AP)
would have liked it better if I
hadn't -known the ending,"
joked a lawyer for one of the
Watergate cover-up defen-
dants after seeing the movie
about how two reporters broke
the story of the scandal.
He was part of a critical
audience that gathered
Sunday-night for the world
premiere of the film "All the
President's Men." Almost
everybody was an expert on
the subject.
If the mysterious "Deep
Throat" who guided
Washington Post reporters
Carl Bernstein and Bob
Woodward along the tortuous,
Watergate trail was in Ate
audience, nobody knew
None of the other"ixon
administration • principals
were there, .11aving the
judgment about the film to the
film's ending was by William
Hundley, who represented
former Atty. Gen. John N.
Mitchell in the cover-up trial.
Mitchell was convicted along
with other Nixon aides.
"I never knew reporters
were so pretty," said Pulitzer-
prize winner Seymour Hersh
of the New York Times.
Woodward is portrayed in the
film by Robert Redford;
Bernstein by Dustin Hoffman.
"This movie proves all
reporters are leading men and
all editors are character
actors," said Martin Nolan of
414z/tkee.
Priced of stocks of Weal interest at now
today funushed to the Ledger & Times 53-
I M Sunon Co are 43 fOU0414
Noon Prices
Industrial Avg -44.74 A
Airco 2196-. +444.
American Motors Pa +¼
Ashland  26 unc
A. T. & T. 5034 +44
Ford . ,  f41 +4ft
General Motors 70% +%
General Ilre V +44
Goodrich 27% +%
Gulf Oil . t '• 24% Ai
Pennwalt 34% +14
Quaker Oats 34 +1
Republic Steel 34% +4
Singer Mfg 19% unc
Tappan Pi Ais
Western Union 16% -%
Zenith 37% +I%
Prices of dock of asseai snterest at noon
EDT. today. furnahed to the Ledger &
Tyne' by Ftrst of Michigius, Corp . of
Murray, are as follows .
US. Homes   9% +44
Ka ufrruu,' & Broad 9% +%
Ponderosa Systems 1244 +44
Kimberly Clark 41% -46
Union Carbide 71% +44
W. R. Grace 30% +%
Texaco . 26% +%
Genera1Elec 5294 +44
GAF Corp 1514 +%
Georgia Pacific 23% +44
Pfizer 30% +4
Jim Walters 42% +14
K ' rsch , 60% +94
Disney 60% +44




headquarters on June 17, 1972,
through the inauguration of
Richard M. Nixon to his
second term on the following
Jan. 20. The dramatic events
that followed, up to Nixon's
Session. • a
rescue teams, working at a
breakneck pace from outside,
could reach them.
The bodies of the 15 were
brought from the mine that
Wednesday. Rescue •tams
continued working round-the-
clock to restore the mine's
ventilation and repair roof
damage from the explosion so
inspectors could go in to in-
vestigate.
Shortly before midnight
Thursday, a second explosion
ripped through the same area
of the mine where the first
occurred. Two men managed
to get to safety, but 11-in-
cluding three federal mine
inspectors- were found dead
by rescue teams the following
day.
When the men were found
dead, MESA called a halt to
further operations and or-
dered the mine sealed. "We
aren't going to risk any more
lives," MESA spokesman
Dick Nellius said.
Daily air samples taken
through holes in the main
entrance and air shaft seals
now indicate that methane is
building up in the mine and
that a small fire may be
smoldering. Officials say the
mine will remain sealed until
the danger of explosion is
past-probably another month
or two.
When it Le determined that
the mine is safe again, the
shaft will be opened, the 11
bodies will be brought out, and
the investigation will resume.
When Frizzel announced
the Whitesburg hearings he
asked 'everyone with any
information that might shed
light into what has happened
at Scotia to come forward.
"The information that we
gather in this first public
hearing can be of critical use






By The Associated Press
At least four persons were
killed in weekend traffic
accidents in Kentucky,
bringing the /976 death toll to
168, state police saV.
The current year's total is
still well below the 204 killed
on Kentucky high ways-
through April 4, 1975.
Police said that Timothy,/
Powell, 18, of Boone County,
was killed Sunday :wircrash
on Ky. 20 near HOAK-
On Saturday' Josephine
Spatz, 86, of uisville, died
.about '30 tes after she was
struck ,-'y vehicle while
crospfig Eastern Parkway.
Y->e coroner's office said she
ffered head and internal
• • • injuries.
Police said that Danny
Howard, 18, of Ross Point, was
r dead on arrival at Harlan
resignation some/48 months Appalachian Regional
later, are epirered -by---a---Hospital after-an_aeettlent-th
teletype machine clacking out
on e-sentente bulletins.
The ,feal Woodward and
Beriastein were among the
fOrii's admirers. "Very ac-
'curate," said Woodward. "I
think it's superb in showing
how investigative reporters
work,"-said Bernstein.
the Clover Lick community
about four miles from Cum-
berland.
State Police also reported
that Owen I. Taylor, 52, of
Centertwn, was killed in a
wreck on U.S. 231 about two
miles north of Hartford in
Ohio County.
84111( NOTES
by William M. Boyd
A "cashier's check" is the
bank's own order t'o pay out of
bank funds. You may pur-
chase a cashier's check for the
face amount plui a small fee.
- •







(Continued from Page 1)
the system's underpinning:
automatic coverage unless the
policyholder projects it im
writing. Carroll halted the
effort and thereby bought
some time to assess the-
situation.
In his wide-ranging hour-
long comments, the governor
also spent much, time
denounting the Louisville
Courier-Journal for allegedly
unfair coverage of him. He
also said:
-A federal investigation is
under way involving activities
of employes of the Depart-
ment of Natural Resources
and Environmental Protec-
tion "in the enforcement of
state reclamation laws."
The governor said the in-
formation leading to the probe
came from another state.
-He,-Will meet with the
Council on Public Higher
Education,whieh he has been
openly criticizing, to try to get
members into a "stronger
oversight role" on universities
and colleges.
-He has ordered the
Finance Department to see
that work on the $64 million
University of Louisville
teaching hospital get back on
schedule It is five weeks
behind.
,,rttk.,,,,/,,,,,,
peoPle ':-'' One Day Only
?lease,
sipeow Tuesday
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